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THEY CANNOT IGNORE US

THE  JFS   CASE  HARDLY
represents British Jewry's finest
hour.  Yet  it  signals  change  and

should lead to  further change.  For the
better.

For some years JFS has been taking
a more and more stringent attitude on
eligibility  for  admissions.   Stringent
translates the rabbinic hebrew 77?czc¢777z.r
which,  in  some  circles,  is  regarded
as   a   virtue.   In   this   instance   it   is
better  translated  as  objectionable  or
misguided. Whether this is the policy of
the JFS Governors or the London Beth
Din or Rabbi Lord Sacks is not clear.

When a child applied to JFS whose
mother is a non-Orthodox convert but a
committed, practicing Jew by anyone 's
standards, the need for a sensitive and
sensible response, not unheard of in the
past, was called for. But JFS opted for
stringency  and  the  parents  eventually
resorted to the courts.

There  was  still  scope  for  finding  a
sensible  response  within  the  confines
of  the  Jewish  community  but  JFS
chose  to  fight.  The  initial  High  Court
case established the battle ground, the
1976 Race Relations Act. Many within
the  community  publicly  expressed
anxiety about the use of the courts.  Is
it desirable for the state to intervene in
how a religious community determines
who  is  a  member  and  who  is  not?
Particular  alarm  was  expressed  over
the use of the Race Relations Act. JFS
won in the High Court. It chose not to
be magnanimous.

Appeals  followed  and  the  child
won in both the  Court of Appeal  and
the  Supreme  Court.  In  the  course  of
the  two judgements  it was  confirmed
that  Jews  are  an  ethnic  group  under
English Law,  and that defining a Jew
as  someone  who  is  a  Jew  either  by
descent or by  conversion is  an ethnic
definition. This, in the area of a school's
admissions policy, is discriminatory and
breaches the Race Relations Act. Jewish
schools may not admit according to the
traditional definition of who  is  a Jew,
descent or conversion, but must apply
a faith test.

The   Supreme   Court  verdict  of
discrimination, either direct or indirect,
was made by a majority of seven to two.
FewthinkthattheSupremeCoutcould
have  reached  any  other  conclusion
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though  it  is  clear  that  a  number  of
members of the Supreme Court did not
relish involvement in the issue.

The JFS case is unfortunate because
many share the view of Lord Phillips,
one  of the judges,  that  applying  race
relations   legislation  to   matters   of
Jewish status is not desirable.

The JFS case is extremely frustrating
because Jews  are not an ethnic group.
We  are  a  people  bound  together  by
ties  of family  and  history.  We  are  a
religious  culture  populated  by  people
who  find  meaning  in  that  culture  in
many different ways -prayer, Zionism,
social action, education, family life and
philanthropy are just a few examples of
the characteristics of individual Jewish
j ouneys today.

JCoSS,   the  new  cross-communal
secondary school, is not best pleased at
being told to apply a faith test when it
wishes to be open to all Jews who want
a  Jewish  education  for  their  children.
It will cope. But it does not deserve to
have been  caught  in the backwash  of
JFS  `stringency'.

It  has  been  widely  known  that  the
Orthodox establishment in this country
increasingly includes in its theology an
explicit absolutism or,  rather,  declares
its  absolutism  to  be  an  indispensable
article of theology. Whether for reasons
of genuine belief or in pursuit of power
and control, it arrogates to itself the sole
right to  determine  who  is  a Jew.  The
community has lived with that for some
time  and the  emergence of a network
of Progressive  and  Cross-Communal
Schools   over  the  last  quarter  of  a
century has been an articulate response.
`Let  us  not  only  admit  all  who  want

a  Jewish  education but  let us  provide
a  different  kind  of Jewish  education,
pluralist,   respectful,   modest  in  its
truth claims'. Against that JFS has just
spent up to a million pounds claiming
very  publicly  that  Orthodox  Judaism
is the only true  form of Judaism,  that
non-Orthodox rabbis are not authentic
teachers  of Torah,  that  non-Orthodox
Batei  Din  have  no  authority  and  that
non-Orthodox converts are not Jews.

The immediate response of JFS to its
defeat in the Supreme Cout was to seek
instant legislative change via the Board
of Deputies. That would have required
cross-communal  consensus.  And  there

is  no  such  consensus.  Indeed,  straw
polls  suggest  that  there  is  widespread
disapproval ofJFS ' actions. The London
Beth Din's growing stringency over who
is a Jew does not sit well with the needs
of a community which recognises both
the  ethical  and  pragmatic  importance
of  inclusivity.  The  absolutist  position
flies  in the face of a reality where it is
clear that it is notjust the Orthodox who
care about Jews and Judaism. Religious
pluralism is a major source of the vitality
of British Jewry.

The  Liberal,  Masorti  and  Refomi
communities  now  account  for  more
than  33%  of synagogue  affiliations  in
the UK. It is manifest that, having been
subj ected to a one million pound assault
on  their  legitimacy  and  authenticity,
they are not going to support those who
have  unsuccessfully  attacked  them.
They may well agree to a change in the
law  removing the  Race  Relations Act
from the determination of Jewish status
but not at the price  of a return to  the
sfczzc!s gzjo cz72Ze.  Such a change must in
any case be sanctioned by Parliament.

The   JFS   case   is   embarrassing
and  misguided,  a  true  example  of  a
community  washing  its  dirty  linen
in  public  because  a  minority  cannot
keep  private  their  belief in  their  own
absolute  rightness.   It  has   been   an
extraordinarily  costly  diversion  with
unfortunate c onsequence s.

The   case   nevertheless   indicates
change.  The  Orthodox  power-brokers
can  no  longer  ignore  the  reality  of
Liberal, Masorti and Reform Judaism.
We   are   clearly   now   a   pluralist
community in which leadership is more
widely distributed.

Can  the  Orthodox  community  now
quietly  and  without  losing  too  much
face accept the reality of the new Jewish
world in which it lives and find a way of
working with the rest of the community
without resorting to  the  courts  and to
offensive,  unsupportable,  absolutist
doctrines?

Can the Liberal, Masorti and Reform
communities  rise  beyond  a  justified
sense   of  vindication   and  provide
responsible,  collaborative  leadership
to a community in which every single
Jew matters?

MANNA believes that the answer to
both questions is `yes' I
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Ed Kessler
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by the  establishment  of the  London
Society  of Christians  and  Jews  in
1927, which is  still functioning today,
the  Council  of Christians  and  Jews
founded in 1941, as well as significant
publications  from  major Jewish  and
Christian  scholars  such  as  Claude
Mcfutefrole.s The  Old Testament  and
j4¢er(1923)andJamesparkes'Co7€/z.c/
Of the Charch and Synagogue (1934).
The Jewish-Muslin dialogue is a much
more recent and fragile phenomenon.

The  UK  Muslim  population  now
numbers  approximately  1.75  million,
shares many of the same customs and
practices as Jews, adopts similar stories
and  traditions  and  adheres  to  a  strict
monotheism.  But  encounters  between
Muslims  and  Jews   are  limited  and
relations are under great strain.

The Centre for the Study of Muslim-
Jewish  Relations  was  established  in
2006.   I  have   since   come  to  realize
that  there  exist  a  number  of  factors
which are specific to relations between
Muslims and Jews. Firstly, Jews need to
be reminded that Islam is a religion, not
an ethnicity. Not all Arabs are Muslim,
and  the  majority  of Muslims  are  not
Arab.  There  are  Christian  Arabs,  as
well as Jewish Arabs, clearly depicted
in Rachel  Shabi's recent book IVoZ /fee
Enemy: Israel's Jews from Arab Lands
(2009).  The  most  populous  Muslim
country in the world is not located in
the Middle East but in South East Asia.
It  is  Indonesia  with  its  207  million
people,  followed  by  Pakistan,  India
and  Bangladesh,  thousands  of  miles
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For their part, MIAslims, like Christians, need to learn that Judaism is
not ?nly a religion. It also consists of a people, for whom religion plays
an i_mportant part. A man who corrverts to the Jewish religion becomes
`Abraham the son Of Abraham' , a woman convert becomes  `Sarch the

daughter Of Sarah. They inherit the history Of a people and culture which
they now join as part Of their religious conversion.

away.ThefirstArabandMuslimnation,

\           ::anrisat:pfp¥s::Li:2n#siedstaasteo?i::::
|',              c£3:iai:,eiree3at:t',eaMmuij;FJS;d:iiskme

is  not  only  a religion.  It  also  consists
of a people, for whom religion plays an
important part. A man who converts to
the Jewish religion becomes `Abraham
the son ofAbraham', a woman convert
becomes `Sarah the daughter of Sarah.
They inherit the history of a people and
culture which they now join as part of
their religious conversion.

Another  important  factor  lies  in
the  number  of  adherents.  A  global
population   of  1.6   billion   Muslims
compares with 15 million Jews, or about
1 % of the number of Muslims, or 0.75%
in   comparison  with  Christians.   To
regard these two groups as equivalent
is  simplistic  and can contribute to  the
antisemitic  fantasy  of a Jewish  world
conspiracy.

Finally, it is important for both Jews
and Muslims to remember that neither
are - nor ever were, even in antiquity,
-  a  united  force.  They  were  and  are
a  community  and  one  outstanding
shared  characteristic   is   that  they
develop  not  despite,  but  because,  of
unending and sometimes quite violent
internal  conflicts  caused by  diverging
interpretations of the same heritage.

Creating a constructive relationship
and fostering genuine dialogue begins
bybuildingbridgesandbyestablishing
what  is  held  in  common.   Modern
Christian-Jewish  dialogue  began  not
with  an  exploration of Christian  anti-
Judaism and  antisemitism,  but with  a
rediscovery of the Jewishness of Jesus
and the Jewish origins of Christianity.
Awareness  of  commonalities  results
in the  minimum levels  of knowledge,
which are required if genuine dialogue
is to follow.

One    recent    initiative    worth
highlighting  is  the  first  Open  Letter
in modem times from Muslim leaders
to  the  Jewish  Community,  published
in  2008   and   entitled   `AN   OPEN
LETTER:  A  Call  to  Peace,  Dialogue
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and  Understanding  between  Muslims
and  Jews'.  The  letter  acknowledges
the  striking  commonalities  of  Islam
and  Judaism  and  historic  periods  and
places  of remarkable  cooperation  and
cross-fertilization between the two faith
communities. Tariq Ramadan, a leading
MuslimthinkerintheUKandoverseas,
who spoke at its launch in Cambridge,
explained that the "Letter is a signal that
we are ready to call for dialogue. . . We
need  to  get  beyond  `tolerance'  which
is saying that `1 put up with you but
I  would  ratlier  you  were  not  here'
to  a  mutual  knowledge  and  a mutual
respect."  He  described  dialogue  with
Jews as "a risk but a necessity".

Jews and Muslims share many of the
samereasons,bothpositiveandnegative,
for  engaging  in  dialogue.  Some  may
start for defensive reasons - to respond
to  ignorant  and  negative  stereotypes.
Ignorance is not only unhelpful but it is
alsonotoneway.Ignoranceamongboth
Jews and Muslims provides a seedbed
for prejudice, specifically antisemitism
and  Islamophobia,  both  outside  and
inside our communities.

Jews and Muslims may also engage
in  dialogue  because  they  can  learn
how each faces similar challenges and
shares similar concerns as minorities in
Western society. A couple of years ago,
I  took  my  students  to  the  Cambridge
mosque.  The  University  Lecturer  in
Islamic   Studies,   Tim  Winter,   was
present.   In  his  talk,  he  made  these
observations   about  the   situation  of
Muslims in Britain:
•  The   community  had  a  sense  of

corporate identity in materialistic and
often hostile surroundings.

•   The   77?czc7rczsczs,   religious   schools,

taught  to  various  degrees  outdated
curriculum    from    the    mother
countries.

•  A  major  problem  the  community
faced was a generational gap and the
transmission  of Muslim  values  and
culture to children.

•   Schisms   and  tensions  within  the
community  were  often  related  to
ethnic identities.

This  sounds  extraordinarily  familiar

to  a  Jewish  ear.  The  context  of these
concerns is living in the Diaspora. It is
too rarely pointed out that, perhaps for
the first time,  both Jews  and Muslims
are  minorities  in  the  same  country.
Both  are  living  alongside  one  another
in a Diaspora existence. One important
challenge   faced  by   contemporary,
western Muslim Diaspora communities
is  how  to   adapt  from  living  in  a
Muslim-maj ority environment to living
as a minority in a non-Muslim society.
This is quite different from the Jewish
experience for Jews have nearly always
been a minority and even when they are
a majority, as in the State of Israel, they
feel a minority.

Although dialogue between Muslims
and  Jews   can   make   a   significant
contribution  to  their  relationship,  this
is more marginal than we like to think
because  relations  are  overshadowed
by the  failure of both corrmunities  to
address the impact of the Middle East
conflict.  For  most  Jews,  the  creation
of  the  State  of  Israel  is  an  ancient
promise  fulfilled - the  ingathering  of
exiles  and  the  creation  of  a  vibrant
nation-state, guaranteeing physical and
spiritual  security.  For  many  Muslims,
the  permanent  existence  of  a  Jewish
state  in  the  Middle  East is  a religious
and  political  anomaly.  Although  most
Muslims  accept  Jewish  attachment
to  the  Land  of  Israel,   it  is  not  an
uncommon view that Islamic rule must
return to Israel.

Because  Jewish-Muslim  dialogue
lies   so  far  behind  Jewish-Christian
dialogue  it  is  essential  to  be prepared
for  conflicting  views.  An  authentic
dialogue,  however young,  must  allow
for  sharp  differences.  Jews  view  the
creation  of  the  State  of  Israel  as  an
act  of  national  liberation  following
nearly  2,000  years  of  powerlessness
and  homelessness.   Many  Muslims
term  the  same  events  "The  Disaster,"
a  time  when  an  Islamic  society  was
uprooted  and  became  a  minority  in
a   land  that  was   once   c7czr  cz/-/s/c7w.
Most  Jews  do  not  separate  Zionism
from  its  deep  religious  roots  within

continued on next page



Judaism.  But  many  Muslims  make
a  distinction  between  Zionism  and
Judaism, either failing to recognize or
consciously  rejecting  Zionism  as  an
integral component of Judaism.

In  my  experience,  it  is  a  mistake
to  ignore  these  conflicting  views  in
Muslim-Jewish   dialogue.   Here   is
an  example  from  my  `Introduction
to   Judaism'   intensive   course   in
Cambridge. It concludes with an  `Any
questions?'   session.   When  I  told  a
group  of Muslim  students  that  I  was
a Zionist,  what they heard me  saying
was,   "I  am  proud  to  condone  the
oppression of Palestinians." There was
much  discussion,  particularly  about
definitions. What does Zionism mean?
Were we discussing Israel or Palestine?
Judah,  and Samaria or the West Bank
and the Occupied Territories? Was the
conversation about the Holy Land, the
Promised Land, the State of Israel, the
Land  of Israel  or  simply  the  Zionist
Entity?

I clarified that I personally supported
a  two   state  solution  to  the  Israeli-
Palestinian  conflict.  \Vhen  I  defined
Zionism  as  the  right  to   a  Jewish
homeland  in  its  historic  setting,  this
definition was both understandable and
accepted.  Our classroom conversation
also showed that it is difficult to engage
in Jewish-Muslim dialogue as a purely
religious  exercise,   set  apart  from  a
whole  range  of  political  dimensions,
which  tend  to  be  dominated  by  the
Israel-Palestine conflict.

This  glimpse  into  one  conversation
symbolizes   the   enormity   of  the
challenge.   Muslim  sympathy  with
the  Palestinians  is  seen  by  some  as
threateningtotheJewishcommunityand
feeding the rising anti-Semitism in the
UK and elsewhere. Likewise, Muslims
often see Jews as homogeneous in their
support and defence of Israel, unwilling
to  accept  any  criticism  of the  Jewish
State.  Look  in  any  Jewish  or Muslim
newspaper  and  the  Israel-Palestinian
conflict will not only receive significant
comment  and polemic.  It will  also be
reported  with  stereotypes  which  only
serve to underline the  irony that both
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Muslims  and  Jews  feel  vulnerable,
misunderstood and under attack.

As a Jewish partner in the dialogue
with Muslims as well as with Christians,
I am aware that because of its history as
a minority faith, Judaism has borrowed
from  and  contributed  to  both,  while
retaining  its  unique  identity.  One  of
the  goals  of the  Centre  for the  Study
of  Muslim-Jewish   Relations   is   to
understand  the  mutual  perceptions  in
modem times by exploring the roots of
Muslim-Jewish  relations.  The  history

of the encounter between Judaism and
Islam  can  only  be  written  when  the
controversialist  tradition  they  share
is  taken  into  account.  On the positive
side it is also clear that much which is
central to Jewish thought and practice
arose during these same centuries  and
was  deeply  influenced by the Muslim
environment,   through   a   selective
absoxption of the surrounding ideas and
values, but also through contributions
to  the  host  culture.   Symbiosis   and
conflict went hand in hand.

How  should  Jews   and  Muslims
practically progress  their dialogue? A
foundation of mutual trust and respect
is best built step by step, e.g. organising
reciprocal  visits  to  synagogues  and
mosques, developing j oint strategies on
issues  such  as  discrimination,  as  well
as  supporting  each  other's  attempt  to
maintain a distinctive religious identity
in a society that promotes conformity to
the majority culture.

If the  challenges  faced by Muslim-
Jewish   dialogue   seem   daunting,
consider  the  significant  advances  in
Christian-Jewish  relations  in  the  last
100  years.   It   is   surely  one   of  the
few  pieces  of  good  news  in  today's
inter faith  encounter.   But  Christian-
Jewish dialogue arose despite profound
theological   differences   and  many
centuries of alienation and distrust. The
fact that Jews and Christians have built
mutual respect and understanding does
not mean that this model can be wholly
applied  to  Muslim-Jewish  dialogue
with  the  same  positive  results.  Jews
and Muslims today carry far different
memories  from the historical baggage
brought  to  Jewish  encounters  with
Christians.   To   give  Jewish-Muslim
dialogue   the   care   and  attention   it
deserves is now well overdue I

DR  ED  KESSLER  z.J  Pot/#c7er  cr#c7 Exec#/I.ve
Director  of  the  Woolf  Institute  of  AbrahcHnic
Faiths,  www.woolf rostitute.cam.ac.uk.   His   I o'h
book,   `An  Introduction  to  Jewish-Christian
Relations',  is  being  published  by   Cambridge
University Press in Febraary 2010.

Fo/. ji/r/Acr  c7e/cr!./a  o#   `AN  OPEN  LETTER:
A  Call  to  Peace,  Dialogue  and  Understanding
between  Muslims  and  Jews',   see  A/fp..//+im;w.
woolfrostitute.can.ac.uk/cmjr/assets/pdf;llctter.pof
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Sir Nicholas Hytner spoke at the
Roform Movement Annual Dinner
in 2009. Most people present found
it the finest and most intellectually

stimulating speech that they had
ever heard at a communal dinner.

We reproduce it below exactly as
it was given in the hope that some

of the electricity of the occasion
comes through in the words.

THIS  IS A GREAT HONOUR
for me,  and  a  great pleasure.  I
haven't been part of a gathering

I  BREAK
BREAD  WITH

THE  PAST
Nicholas Hytner

this  large  of Refomi  Jews  since  the
early  seventies  on  Sunday  evenings
in  the  Manchester  Free  Trade  Hall,
home of the Hall6 Orchestra, where the
dress  circle  audience  was  essentially
a  replay  of Saturday morning  at  the
Jackson's Row shul. As a music-crazy
teenager I  came to  worship  the  great
symphonic  gods,  and  our  minister
was  John  Barbirolli,  who  was  only
marginally more charismatic than Rabbi
Goldberg at Jackson's Row. Barbirolli 's
congregation was, unsuaprisingly, very
Jewish  indeed.  To  be  honest,  I  found
the  Sunday  concerts  more  exciting
than  the  Saturday  services,  and after
my bar mitzvah,  I  dropped shul with
ostentatious adolescent certainty.

My  life  since  has  been  dominated
by   the   performing   arts.   Maybe
tendentiously,  those  of  us  who  are
immersed  in the  arts  often  claim that
there  is  spiritual  sustenance  enough
to be found in them, that we look for
God  in Mozart  and  Shakespeare,  that
we  don't  need  the  intervention  of
religion.  Certainly the performing arts
are a beacon for the kind of secular Jew
who can make more sense of a Haydn
quartet  than  a Talmudic  commentary.
They are also, of course, a beacon for
observant  Jews,  without  whom  the
audience  at  the  Wigmore  Hall,  the
Barbican  and  the  National  Theatre
would be very thin; and probably very
much less opinionated.

Maybe it's no surprise that a people
whose  religious   texts   are  built  on
discussion,   debate,   even  argument
should  love  the  theatre  so  much.  The
theatre thrives on conflict, and the best
plays conduct the kind of ethical enquiry
that seems to me at least to overlap with
the business of this Movement. I should
add,  in  the  interest  of full  disclosure,
that  in  the  theatre  we're  also  often
concerned with the kind of disreputable
vitality  that  religious  movements  of
all stripes have found hard to  contain.
The  stage  is  a  great  safety  valve:  it
can release and celebrate the stuff that
authorities,   religious   and  temporal
prefer  to   suppress.   Shakespeare's
company   ended  up   on  the   South
Bank  because  the  City  Fathers,  good
Reforming  Protestants   to   a  man,
wouldn't  have  them  in  the  City.  And
I wouldn't recommend `Jerry Springer
The  Opera'  as  an effective  altemative
to Torah study.

But I've a feeling we have  a lot in
common, the world I'm part of and the
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The History Boys

great Movement you represent.
At the National,  for instance, we're

trying  always  to  conduct  a  dialogue
between the present and the past.  It's
the guiding principle of our repertoire:
half  old,  half new,  neither  meaning
anything like as much without the other.
To honour tradition, we look at the past
always with fresh eyes. We respect the
great work of the past by questioning
how it changes its meaning. I hope this
may sound fuliar to you.

I've  been  thinking  about  fJcz77?/ef
recently - I'm going to stage it at the
National  at the  end of next year with
our wonderful new leading actor Rory
Kinnear. We're looking for the play that
arrived scorching fresh on the stage in
1599. And at the same time, we know
that we can't find that ZJcz772/ef because
we aren't that audience, so we're also
looking  for  this  year's  `Hamlet',  the
one that will scorch the Olivier stage,
and the two aren't incompatible. It's the
same  text,  but  it  cormects  differently.
It shifts.

1'11  give  you  an  example.  You'1l
remember that  the  ghost  of Hamlet's
father visits Hamlet in Act  1  and tells
Hamlet about -

Murder most foul,  as  in the best  it
is,

But  this  most  foul,   strange  and
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urmatural.
And   away   goes   Hamlet   with

instructions  to  take  revenge  on  his
father's  murderer,  his uncle  Claudius,
now  King  and  married  to  Hamlet's
mother.

Well there's no doubt that Claudius
did it, nor that later in the play Claudius
tries to have Hamlet himself murdered
by sending him to England where they
apparently cany out murder on request.
So Claudius isn't necessarily who you' d
want in the White House. But working
with a group of actors for a week over
the  summer  to  start  getting  to  grips
with the play,  I was  very  struck by  a
scene often cut near the start of the play
where  Claudius  takes  a  great  deal  of
trouble setting up a diplomatic mission
to  Norway,  sending  ambassadors  to
sort  out  a  territorial   dispute.   Later
in  the  play,  in  a  scene  also  often  cut,
the  ambassadors  return  successfully.
Diplomacy has triumphed.

Now  Shakespeare  sometimes  goes
on a bit longer than our short attention
spans  can  nowadays  tolerate,  but  he
never  writes  to  no  purpose.  I  asked
myself -  why  so  much  time  given
to   something   apparently   irrelevant
to  the  main  thrust  of the  play?  Why
do  we  need  to  know  that  Claudius
solves  foreign  policy  crises  through

diplomacy? And  I  wondered  whether
it wasn't perhaps because the old King,
the Ghost, was a warmongering brute.
Old King Hamlet,  we know  from the
text, was a renowned warrior, he "smote
the sledded Polack on the ice", wasted
no  time  with  ambassadors,  put  on  his
armour and went to war.  Got high on
single combat.

Suddenly I'm thinking:  ok, regicide
isn't a good idea, but maybe Denmark
has had enough  of war as  the foreign
policy  cure-all.   Maybe  Denmark  is
ready for a silky bureaucrat. We're used
to  seeing  the  court  through  Hamlet's
eyes, but look at Hamlet for a moment
through the eyes of those who have to
run  the  country.  Why,  they're  asking
themselves,  won't he put a sock in it,
and  let us  quietly  ignore  how  the  old
King  died  and  get  on  with  rebuilding
international  confidence  in  our  rotten
country?

Now the point I'm making isn't that
we've  had  `Hamlet'  wrong  all  these
years,  or  that  I'm  going  to  be  giving
London  a  Hamlet  where  Claudius  is
the good guy,  or even where Claudius
is Barack Obama.  What I'm saying  is
that the vitality of the play, its greatness,
is in its constantly shifting relationship
with  our  present.  Maybe  I  wouldn't

contirrmed on next page
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The History Boys

have  been  so  alert  to  all  this  if there
wasn't  a  current hope  that  diplomacy
might have replaced military action as
the first-resort solution for intemational
crises.   But  it's   there,   in  the   text,
demanding discovery.

There  are,  I  suppose,  a  few  who
claim  there's  only  one  `Hamlet',  and
that the  success  of a production  is  to
be measured only by how close it gets
to  the  immutable  source.  There  are
more  who'd  claim  that  there's  only
one  Beethoven Nine,  and  it's the  one
Beethoven  heard  in  his  head  when
he  composed  it,  and  that  the  only
respectable  thing  a  conductor  can  do
with  it  is  to  try  to  reproduce  it.  But
these people are a quaint and harmless
minority. Most of us wouldn't question
the notion that our responsibility with
the great art of the past is to interpret it
and to reintexpret it.

This  business  of  interpretation,  of
commentary, seems to me to be central
to  the Jewish tradition.  The insistence
that  tradition  is  wholly  compatible
with modemity,  and that ancient texts
evolve over time, seems to be familiar
to  Refomi  Judaism,  which  is  another
reason why I feel at home here. I think
most  Jews  find  the  whole  notion  of
fundamentalism utterly alien:  what's a
text for if not to argue over? Tradition

8

and  modernity  are  surely  as  inter-
dependent in religion as in art.

To be honest, I often think that in my
world, modemity can look after itself.
We're in greater danger of ignoring the
past  than  of retreating  to  it.  But this
business  of breaking  bread  with  the
past  is  to  me  almost  sacred.  Nothing
has moved me more this year than the
two performances the National did of
Racine's `Phedre' at the ancient theatre
of Epidaurus in the Pelopormese.  Our
actors played on exactly the same stage
as  professional  actors  played  2,400
years ago. They played the same parts
to the descendants of the same audience
-12,000  of them both nights - many
of whom had come, as their forebears
had done,  e72 /gfe from Athens.  There
was a religious intensity and a religious
exuberance  about  the  whole  thing,  a
communal  acknowledgement  of  the
ferocious and capricious old gods of the
Greeks, who still make a lot of sense,
when, like Phedre, you're consulned by
entirely hopeless love.

But most moving  of all  to  me  was
the  continuum - Euripides,  Greek,  4th
CenturyBC;Racine,hisadaptor,French,
17th Century AD; Ted Hughes, Racine's
translator,  English,  20th  Century  AD;
and  the  audience,  intemational,  2lst
Century AD . All sharing the same story.

We  know  ourselves  properly  only  by
knowing where we've come from.

Hector,  the  shambolic  old  teacher
in Alan Bemett's  `The History Boys',
says  something  about  literature  that
used to strike audiences with the force
of revelation.

"The  best  moments  in  reading  are

when you come across  something - a
thought, a feeling, a way of looking at
things -which you had thought special
and particular to  you.  Now  here  it  is,
set  down  by  someone  else,  a  person
you have never met, someone even who
is long dead. And it's as  if a hand has
come out and taken yours."

It's   a  characteristically  inclusive
thought.   Alan   isn't   one   of  those
playwrights  who  demands  you  keep
up with him; he's more concerned with
the  sigh  of recognition,  the  insistence
that  in  the  theatre  you  cease  to  feel
lonely. That you recognise yourself in a
disreputable old schoolmaster, a smelly
old lady in a van,  even in a mad king.
He  insists  on  empathy.  The  implicit
result of his ethical enquiry is that we're
best to treat others  as we'd like to be
treated ourselves, which -though banal
when stated baldly - is a requirement at
the heart of all the great religions.

I'm  in  rehearsal  at  the  moment  for
contirmed on page 10
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Alan's  new  play,  `The  Habit  of Art'.
It's  about  the  poet  W  H  Auden  and
the  composer  Benjamin  Britten,  and
it's  also  about  the  rehearsal  of a play
about  Auden  and  Britten,   and  it's
really concerned with what it says  on
the tin: the habit of art, the practice of
it.  "I  don't practice,"  is  what  a  lot  of
irreligious  people  say.  Those  who  do
practice  can't  imagine  life  without  it.
Just  like  the  actors,  the  poet  and  the
composer in Alan's play;  even if,  like
them, they often find the habit wearying
and uninspired. You have to stick at it
because  you  have  no  alternative,  but
it's  not as  easy,  or as  spontaneous,  as
it used to be.  Let me think aloud for a
moment about this universal yeaming
for spontaneity, for renewal.

Auden says, in the play: "When I was
young  my  poems  were  often  reports
from the top  of my head.  I wrote the
first thing that occurred to me and it was
poetry. Now when I take more care, and
it truly is a despatch from the heart . . . it
is not poetry at all."

You take care, you obey the rules, but
it's not poetry. There's no joy in it any
more. You have to put in real work to
feel free again. The more you know, the
older you get, the harder it is.

The great challenge for all classical
actors,  all  classical  performers,  is  to

My friend and
collaborator Simon
Russell Beale has a

talent second to none f;or
speaking Shakespeare

as if he just thought Of it,
as if what Shakespeare

wrote for him to say
is the only possible

response to the situation
he fonds himself in every
night; and it's another
mark Of his genius that
he seems to fred hinself
in that situation every
night for the very fast

time. Ayid yet I Jmow rio
actor who works harder

at uncovering how
every line works.

know  the  rules  so  well  that  you  can
break free of them. Great acting, great
playing,  great  dancing  appears  to  be
totally spontaneous - the thought, the
phrase,  the  steps  done  as  if for  the
first  time,  in  response  to  the  present
moment.  If the  actor  seems  weighed
down  by  language,  by  the  rh)rfhm  of
the  verse,  by  its  complexity  or  even
its beauty,  he'1l  seem wooden.  On the
other hand, if in his anxiety to be utterly
free,  he  ignores  its  rhythm  and  rides
roughshod over its rhetorical structure,
he'll make no sense of it. It will turn to
ashes in his mouth. It's the same in all
the performing arts:  do it just because
that's what you're supposed to do, and
it  doesn't  matter  how  well  you  do  it
-  nobody  will  be  interested.  On  the
other hand,  allow passionate  intensity
to run away with you, and you'll die of
self-indulgence.

My  fiiend  and  collaborator  Simon
Russell  Beale  has  a  talent  second  to
none for speaking Shakespeare as if he
just thought of it, as if what shakespeare
wrote for him to say is the only possible
responsetothesituationhefindshimself
in every night; and it's another mark of
his genius that he seems to find himself
in that situation every night for the very
first time. And yet I know no actor who
works harder at uncovering how every
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line works,  when to work with, when
to pull  against its  metre,  which  image
to  caress,  which  image  to  toss  away.
He's spontaneous because he's steeped
in the world of the play, and he's made
the rules his  own.  Likewise,  there are
violinists who can play a Brahms sonata
like they just thought of it; but only by
knowing Brahms  so well that Brahms
doesn't matter any more.

Is  it  far  fetched  to  draw  a  parallel
between  the  aspirations  of  a  great
performing artist and the aspirations of
those who seek to live by the rules and
ethical structures of a great religion like
ours?  Religious  or  irreligious,  are  we
not all seeking for the kind of structure
to  our  lives  that  enables  us  to  live  it
well, and to live it spontaneously?

One  last  thing.  A  year  and  a  half
ago  I  did  `Much Ado About Nothing'
at  the  National:  Simon  Russell  Beale
was  Benedick  and  Zoe  Wanamaker
was Beatrice. You may remember that
Beatrice and Benedick, who apparently
hate each other, are tricked into thinking
they  love  each  other.  It's  brilliantly
plotted,   complicated,   funny,   and
dazzlingly written. But when Benedick
finally declares himself to Beatrice it's
with  one  of  those  stunningly  simple
lines that Shakespeare often pulls out of
the hat for his big emotional climaxes.

"I  do  love  nothing  in  the  world  so

well as you. Is not that strange?"
There's  a big  laugh on that "Is not

that  strange"  if the  actor  wants  one.
But we  didn't.  Simon found,  as  if for
the first time every night, wonderment,
awe  even,  at  what  he'd  discovered.
Love. Notjust Benedick loves Beatrice
but Love with a capital L - the whole
mysterious   deal.   The   inexplicable
strangeness  of human  experience.  "I
do love nothing in the world so well as
you. Is not that strange?"

Maybe  this   is  too   ecumenical   a
conclusion but I'd like to think that it's
there - in an awe-struck recognition of
the strangeness  of things - that we're
most together. In the theatre, the concert
hall,  and  maybe  the  synagogue,  the
church, the temple and the mosque. So
I wish all of us a year full of strangeness
and every possible opportunity to relish
just how strange it is.

Thank  you  so  much  for  inviting
mel

SIR   NICHOLAS   HYTNER   wcrs   boj-#   I.#
Manchester  and  read  English  at  Trinity  Hall,
Canbridge.  A  film  and  theatl.e  producer  and
director,  he  has  earned  two  Olivier  and  two
Tony Awards.  His  screen successes  include The
Madiless Of King George and The Ci-ucible. His
theatre wiork includes Miss Saigon, Jumpers and
The  History Bciys.  He has  been artistic  director
Of the National Theati.e since 2003.
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in most cases, no  discernible purpose.
These two, I am sorry to say, fall into
that latter category.  If I review  them
briefly,  we  can then turn to  consider
the more pressing issue they raise: why
is  it that lsrael's  own  assessment  of
her geopolitical situation has  become
increasingly at odds with that of those
who  claim  to  be  sympathisers  and
- more  importantly - with  that  of
a  growing  number  of disenchanted
Diaspora Jews?

Bickerton  assumes  a  mantle  of
detached  objectivity  befitting  his
exalted status as an Associate Professor
at the University of New South Wales.
In fact, his turgid trawl through Middle
East history from Mandate Palestine to
the  present  is  persistently  one-sided.
Many  of his  claims  are  generalities
unsubstantiated  by  evidence  -  for
example,  that  in  the  prelude  to  the
Six  Day War,  Levi  Eshkol,  the  Israel
premier,  and  Menachem  Begin,  the
opposition  leader,  together  `forged  a
plan'  to  launch  a  pre-emptive  strike
against Egypt. What we do know from
copious  testimony about the two men
is that they heartily loathed each other
and  that  the  civilian  Eshkol  was  so
racked with indecision in the build-up
to the war that he could barely choose
between tea or coffee, let alone devise
military master plans.

To  describe  Sir  Herbert  Samuel  as
`the  Zionist  High  Commissioner'  is

either  ignorant  or  malicious.  Samuel
bentoverbackwardstoappearimpartial,
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Over the years there have been
many Israelis and Palestinians Of goodwill.

It i,s men and women, think Golda Meir,
of bad will who usually end up

holding the reins Of power.

much to the armoyance of the Zionists.
The  epithet  `extremist',   `right-wing'
or  `hawkish'  is  routinely  applied  to
personalities as diverse and differently
motivated  as  Ben-Gurion,  Jabotinsky,
Begin,  Dayan,  Sharon,  Barak,  01mert
and Netanyahu. Bickerton's sympathies
clearly lie with the Palestinians,  as  do
those of every fair-minded person, but
partisanship does not make for reliable
history.

Any reviewer starts off well disposed
towards  an  author  who  quotes  him.
Alas,  not  even  that  flattery  can  coax
me   into   recommending   Geoffrey
Whitfield's  slim  book.  It  comes  with
a  warm  endorsement  from  Rabbi
Jeffrey  Newman,  so  we  can  be  sure
that its heart will be in the right place.
Unfortunately, it reads like one of those
193 0s  A4cz#c¢eszer  Gz/cz7ic7z.cz#  editorials
mocked  by  Malcolm  Muggeridge,
which,   as   one   international   crisis
followed  another,  would  solemnly
conclude: `It is to be hoped even at this
late hour that men of goodwill. . . ' Over
the years there have been many Israelis
and Palestinians of goodwill. It is men
and women, think Golda Meir, of bad
will  who  usually  end  up  holding  the
reins of power.

Whitfield's  eccentric  thesis  is  that
Jewish  and  Christian  fundamentalist
readings  of  the  Bible,  as  typified  in
the  early  twentieth  century  by  the
forerunners  of  Gc¢s'fe  Ewzf72z.777  and  by
the  evangelical  London  Jews  Society
-  heard  of  it,  anyone?  -  were  the
`unintentional   agents'   of  post-1967

Greater Israel messianism, with all  its
dire consequences today.  I had to read
several  times  a  paragraph  in  which
I  and  the  LJS  are  both  mentioned,
before realising that LJS  stood for the
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London  Jews  Society,  not  the  Liberal
Jewish  Synagogue.  Also  amusing  is
the Anglicising of palestine's first chief
rabbi, Rav Kook, as `the Rev. Abraham
Isaac Kook'.

Both    authors    reiterate    their
admiration and support for Israel. There
is  no  reason  to  doubt  their  sincerity,
or  stigmatise  them  as  yet  other  anti-
Semites masquerading as anti-Zionists.
So  why  is  it  that  liberal  opinion  has
steadily turned against Israel, certainly
sincethemid-1970s?Remember,forthe
first twenty-five years of her existence,
peaking with the  Six Day War,  Israel
basked  in  the  approval  of Europe's
bz.e;7 pe72sc772Z intellectuals, led by Jean-
Paul Sartre and other icons of the Left.
Socialist and progressive in ethos, her
collective  agricultural,  trade  union
and  health  care  systems  were  widely
admired,  especially  in  contrast to  the
reactionary and backward surrounding
Arab regimes. An occasional concerned
voice queried the plight of the 750,000
Palestinian  refugees  languishing  in
camps, but they were generally held to
be  the  responsibility  of fellow Arabs,
a  population  exchange  for  the  equal
nulnber of Arab  Jews  forced to  leave
their homelands.

The  sardonic,  myself among  them,
mightpointoutthatbelatedintemational
awareness  of  the  Palestinian  cause
coincided  with  the  steep  hike  in  oil
prices after the  1973 Yom Kippur War.
Be  that  as  it  may,  Israel's  obduracy
in  holding  on  to  territory  acquired
in  the  Six  Day War;  in building  on  it
large  civilian  conurbations  that  the
govemment's  legal  authority  warned
as  early  as  September  1967  were  in
explicit  contravention  of  the  Fourth
Geneva  Convention;  in  encouraging

over  200,000  settlers  to  go  and  live
there;   in  demolishing  hundreds   of
houses,   razing   thousands   of  olive
trees and confiscating large swathes of
land  for  alleged  `security  puxposes',
in  imposing  harsh  military  rule  over
1.8  million  West  Bank  Palestinians
for  forty-two  years  and  keeping  two
million  in  Gaza  under  blockade;  and
above  all,  in  regularly  responding  to
terrorist attacks, suicide bombings and
two  z.7?/I/czc7czs  with  a  disproportionate
and ultimately  self-defeating  brutality
that  kills  and  injures  hundreds  more
irmocentvictimsthanguiltypelpetrators
-all of this has steadily tuned erstwhile
supporters  into  disillusioned  critics  of
the Jewish State. And it has increasingly
dismayed  Diaspora  Jews,  who  live
overwhelmingly in liberal democracies
where multiculturalism,  tolerance  and
co-existence are the norm.

It  was  instructive  to  read  in  the
last  issue  of MAI\INA  the  replies  of
four  Progressive  Jewish  immigrants
to  what  they  feel  about  Israel  today.
Two candidly confessed that they cope
by not listening to the news, but draw
nourishment  from  work,  family  and
nature.   Two  were  politically  aware
and pessimistic, but expressed a vague
)/I.¢ ')/e¢ /oi; hope - `things will be OK'
- once a common figure of speech used
with stoic good humour by everyone,
but out of vogue since about  1982 and
the  disastrous  Lebanon  War.  Israelis
have lost the confidence that things win
get better.

Those four responses typify, I would
suggest,  the  mood  and  reaction  of
an  ever-growing  number  of western-
educated,  liberal  Jews  who  have  no
wish to take the ultimate step of cz/z.)/czfe

contirmed on next page
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but  will  always  hold  Israel  dear  and
defend her sovereign right to exist.  In
the  State's  early  years  it  was  rather
thrilling  to  applaud  the  self-defence
riposte  of  Israelis  who  struck  back
ten  times  harder  than  the  aggressor.
No more cowering in the ghetto.  This
time  the  Jew  fights  back.  Israel,  our
proxy  heavyweight  champion  for  all
bespectacled  Diaspora  swots  good  at
lessons but lousy at games.

With time, the repetitive sterility of
launching yet another military reprisal
into  the  West  Bank/Lebanon/Gaza
that  kills  lots  of bystanders,  patently
fails  to  deter  further  incursions,  and
is  unaccompanied  by  any  discernible
diplomatic goals - all that has become
ever more difficult for Diaspora Jews to
justify to critics in their own countries.
And  Israel's  repetitive  mantra  about
wanting peace  above  all things,  rings
increasinglyhollowwhenitgoeshandin
hand with unabated settlement building
on Palestinian land that everyone knows
would have to be handed back for peace
to become a serious possibility. Hardest
of all for Diaspora liberals to swallow
- and why they are steadily deserting
Israel - is the unacceptable paradox of
observing a robust democracy for all its
citizens  within  the  pre-1967  borders,
but   in  the   Occupied  Territories   a
f7e7~7ie72vo/fa regime - the term coined to
describe South Africa under apartheid
- in which one group  of subjects,  the
Israeli citizens,  enjoy full rights while
a much  larger,  disenfranchised group,
the  Palestinians,  enjoys  none  of  any
significance.

Such  Cassandra-like  lucubrations
do  not  cut  much  ice  in  an  Israel  that
is  poised  to  overtake  the  USA  as  the
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largest Jewish community in the world.
Before  people  hail  that  statistic  as
the  ultimate  triumph  and  vindication
of Zionism,  a  word  of caution  is  in
order.  Given  the  disparate  birth  rates
of the  Jews  and  Arabs,  it  is  Israeli
demographers  who  have  pointed  out
that  by  2020  -  a  mere  decade  away
- there will be more Arabs than Jews
living between the Mediterranean and
the Jordan.  Birth rates,  not Hamas  or
Hezbollah, present the greatest threat to
lsrael's  long-term .security.  Prudential
self-interest  should persuade  Israel  to
vacate most of the West Bank and reach
a mutually acceptable accommodation
with  the  Palestinians  as  quickly  as
possible. Successive governments have
shown no sign of wanting to do so.

Nowadays,  Jews  who  want to  pray
ultra-Orthodox,  modern  Orthodox,
Masorti   or  Progressive,   study  our
culture   and  preserve  and  transmit
Judaism's  traditions,  have  as  much
varied opportunity to do so in the USA
or the UK as in Jerusalem or Tel-Aviv.
They have the added bonus that they are
safer physically, live in open societies,
are not hemmed in by a security wall,
and  do  not  have  to  confront  daily
the  moral  burden  of  being  free  at
the  expense  of  colonially  subjugated
neighbours.  That  is  why  such  a  gulf
has  opened  between  the  ideology  of
the Jewish State and the liberal values
of Diaspora  Jewry.  We  are  in  danger
of becoming two peoples divided by a
common history .

DAVID  J  GOLDBERG  z.s  Eme/./.ftfs'  j2c7bbz.  o/
The  Liberal  Jewish  Synagogue.  having  served
the congregation firom  1975 -2004.  His ¢T:o tkye
Promised  Land.  (Penguin,   1996)  has  recently
been re-issued in Faber Finds.
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NEW   Q:

BLOOD
Barry Hyman

New Rabbis Debbie Young-Somers
and David Mitchell condnue their

chat with Barry Hymen begun in the
Autumn 2009 issue Of MANNA. They

explain their hopes for the future.

You'veactuallybeenwithRadiett
&  Bushey  Reform  Synagogue
for three years.  How will your
semichah change your role?

DM:    As  well  as  being  involved
with  day-to-day  synagogue
life,  I've  been  running  their
Youth  provision  as  Cheder
Headteacher  and  supporting
Rabbi  Paul  Freedman,  taking
services,  officiating  at  life-
cycle  events,  working  with
our B'nei  and B'not Mitzvah,
some pastoral work,  and adult
education courses.  Now I will
be more active in the Rabbinic
side of the role, also enhancing
our Student and Young Adults
work  as  well  as  supporting
and managing our new Youth
Worker. I hope they'11 continue
to be as friendiy and as forgiving
of me as a Rabbi as they were of
me when I was a Student.

Q:        West  London,  our  `cathedral'
congregation  must  be  some
challenge.  How do you fit into
the team and what do you bring
to it?

DY-S: West  London  is  an  amazing
community to work for, with a
fantastic staff and a huge amount
of vision. I have been there for
threeyearsalreadyasanlnterfaith
Intern,  and this will remain  an
important  part  of my  work,
which will also  include normal
rabbinic duties like teaching and
general responsibility for Social
Justice and Tikkun Olam in the
synagogue's  programme.  We
have already seen how interfaith
activities can bring Jews into the
synagogue  who  wouldn't  get
involved otherwise, and I see it
as an important part of building
strong  Jewish  identities  and  a
sense  of self that  is  created  in
positive difference to the other,
not negative.

Q:        Howdoyourpartnerscopewith
having to share you with several
hundred  others  demanding  so
much of your time?

DY-S:  Mine   enjoys   having   some
evenings  to  himself to  do  his
own  leaning,  but  I  would be
lying  if I  said  it  was  always

easy. The hardest thing is being
apart  on  Shabbat  so  regularly.
I do not travel on Shabbat, and
my placements have been very
understanding at putting me up.
We do our best to make the most
of what  time  we  do  have  for
each  other.  I think Gary knew
what he was  letting himself in
for when we  got  engaged,  but
perhaps he has not realised the
full horror yet, and will have a
rude  awakening  this  year,  but
he knows that I am doing what
makes me happy, so that helps.

DM:    My partner is supportive of my
vocation but will not fulfil  any
traditional  role  as  a  Rabbi's
partner. Coincidentally, lan grew
up at Radlett and Bushey and had
already made his own decisions
about what parts  of synagogue
life were for him. He is active in
our Young Adult Chavurah and
for the last two years has chained
the Synagogue's New Building
Committee - but he  does both
of these of his own accord and
interest. He is better than I am
about  applying  boundaries  to
his work and home life. He has
been  incredibly  supportive  at
helping  me  to  do  likewise.  Of
course there are times when Ian
has  to  sacrifice  something  we
were about to  do  so  that I  can
respond  to  a  matter  of life  or
death, but having agreed which
nights  belong to  us  and which
to  my community,  we  seem to
have  found a relatively  happy
medium.

Q:        What relations,  if any,  do  you
have, or seek, with the clergy of
other branches  of Judaism and
of other faiths?

DY-S:  I have many good friends from
all walks  of life and faith.  The
best  man  at  our  wedding  is
now  a trainee  orthodox  rabbi,
and  though  he  will  not  share
a  platform  with  me  when
he  is  ordained,  we  regularly
share  a beer and he  frequently
enjoys dinner at our house. My
inter faith  work  has  given  me
the  gift  of many  inspirational
clergy and lay friends, including
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Buddhist monks, vicars, imams,
and  Sikh  teachers.  They  form
an  important  part  of my  life
and my work,  and  often  have
suxprisingly similar experiences
to  me  in  their  religious  and
clerical  lives.  I  have  also  been
involved in a programme with
the  Council  of Christians  and
Jews  which  brings  rabbis  to
meet  trainee Anglican  clergy,
and the College has run `Clergy
United' which brought together
the rabbinic students and trainee
vicars  and  students  from  the
Muslim College.

DM:    In Radlettwe have goodrelations
with  surrounding  Rabbis  and
congregations. I did some work
with Young  CCJ  and was  the
Jewish  representative  on  an
inter faith  televised  mini-series
called Soul to Soul. Currently I
amdoinginterfaithworkamongst
the gay and lesbian comlnunity
and have just started supporting
the community diversity work of
the Hertfordshire Police.

Q:        Whatdoyoudoinyourspare
time?

DY-S:  Crafting is a big pastime for me,
following  in  the  steps  of my
textile  artist mum,  and I  have
done a lot of work on bringing
this into my rabbinate - helping
people  create  their  own  ritual
items.  Spare  time?  Theatre,
movies, music are all important.
Gary and I have recently taken
up  cycling  which  I'm  loving,
and I enj oy cooking and hosting,
though we tend to do most of this
on Shabbat now.

DM:    As  I  don't  have  a  garden,  a
sunny  pool-side  on  holiday
has  to  suffice,  although  since
completing  my  rabbinic  thesis
I'm  afraid  that  my  choice  of
relaxation  fiction  has  become
even  less  taxing.  I'm  an  avid
film fan  and we  spend  quite  a
bit of time going to the cinema
or renting.  I  love  going  to  the
theatre,  singing,  and travelling.
Having recently acquired a cross
trainer,  I'm beginning to put it
to  good  use,  although  I  can't
promise  that  I'm not working
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in my head whilst I'm working-
Out.

Q:        Do  you  have  any  favourite
biblical  or  prophetic  hero  or
heroine  whom  you'd  like  to
emulate?

DY-S:  I did a piece of work in my third
year  on  Serach,  the  daughter
of Asher,  who  is  very briefly
mentioned in Torah, but who has
a beautiful  and rich midrashic
life,  which transforms her into
a gentle but strong woman, who
takes  care of those around her,
passes  traditions  and leaning
on to  the next generation with
respect for what has been,  and
yet isn't afraid to contradict the
rabbis when they get it wrong.
I  think  she's  a  great  model,
particularly as  her stories  exist
mostly  in midrash which is  an
incredibly divers e and pluralistic
genre.

DM:    There was a time when I quite
liked Korach. In my Leo Baeck
College  entrance  interview  I
was asked who my Biblical role
model  was  and  I replied Yael
from the Book of Judges - she
refused to accept her powerless
positionandstandidlybywhilst
thosearoundherweredestroyed.
She  knew  what needed  doing
and  wasn't  afraid  to  get  her
hands  dirty.  These  days I'd be
more inclined to add in Joshua
because he grew  into  his  role,
stood up  for what he believed
and worked hard to achieve his
goals.

Q:        What  are  your  hopes   and
aspirations  for  your  chosen
interpretation of Judaism in the
UK over the coming decades?

DY-S: My  hopes  for  all  branches  of
Judaism  are  the  same  -  that
they are  able to  create vibrant,
dynamic   communities   in
which  their members  identify
positively  with  their  Judaism
and are  empowered enough to
get involved and feel they are an
essential part of the community,
and  that  the  community  is
an  irreplaceable  part  of their
lives  that  adds  meaning  and
enjoyment.

DM:    Ifl'mhonest, I can'treally look
forward without looking back at
how much has  changed across
the Jewish community. Looking
forward  20  or  more  years,  I
struggle to imagine a viable form
of progressive Judaism that does
not require the merging  of the
Liberal and Refomi Movements.
Whilst at present this  may not
seem remotely likely to some in
either Movement,  as  someone
who  has  been trained to  work
as  either a Refomi  or Liberal
Rabbi I am  aware that there is
far more that unites than divides
us. If we are genuinely to move
towards  becoming the  leading
Movement  in  British  Jewry,
and by leading I mean in tens
of quality  of programmes  as
well  as  quantity  of r„c¢eses
on  synagogue  seats,  then  we
will  probably  have  to  adapt.
In particular,  as  an  educator,  I
can  see  a great need for us  to
continue to evolve the ways in
which we provide for and edu-
tain  our  youth,  students  and
young  adults,  thereby offering
them both the Jewish knowledge
and the Jewish passion to build
enduring  Jewish  structures  in
this  country.  Although  these
structures,  b.e  they  schools,
chavurot,  inter faith  centres,
meditation  cafes,  synagogues,
may not always resemble those
that we are  familiar with,  they
are  already  in  existence,  are
growing,  and appear to  appeal
to the next generation of Jewish
leaders.  Short of a crystal ball,
the best answer I can offer is that
we need to  be  open to  change
because  it  is  probably  coming
whether we like it or not .

BARRY  HYMAN,  once  of  Marks   &  Spencer,
is   a  former   PR   Consultant  to   RSGB   and
continually  advocates  for  Radlett  &  Bushey
Royorm Synagogue where he is Viice President.
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DIVING DEEP
INTO THE SOUL

Howard Cooper
'I'he_ ivay4 _Es_say is a ref lection on eleven books recently published by SkyLight

Paths Publishiyig Of wermohi, USA in a series addressing "the art Of spiritual
living" . Details Of the individual books can be fiound on page 36
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MARK TWAIN' S LAST SHORT
story,  `Captain  Stormfield's
Visit  to  Heaven'(1909),  is

almost blasphemously un-American.
Operating  in the  territory between
whinsyandsarcasm,itundermineswith
relentlessrelishtheunexaminedpieties
of American religiosity. As  the  tale
progress es, Stormfield's preconc eptious
are systematically exposed: "Oh, there
are  a lot of things that people  expect
and don't get", he is told by one long-
standing occupant:

"For  instance,  there's  a  Brooklyn

preacher  by  the  name  of Talmage,
who   is   laying  up   a  considerable
disappointment  for  himself.  He  says,
every  now  and  then  in  his  sermons,
that  the  first thing  he  does  when he
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gets to heaven, will be to fling his arms
round Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,  and
kiss them and weep  on them. There's
millions of people down there on earth
that  are  promising  themselves  the
same thing. As many as sixty thousand
people arrive here every single day, that
want to run straight to Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob, and hug them and weep on
them. Now mind you, sixty thousand a
day is a pretty heavy contract for those
oldpeople.Iftheywereamindtoallow
it, they wouldn't ever have anything to
do, year in and year out, but stand up
and be hugged and wept on thirty-two
hours in the twenty-four. They would
be as tired out and as wet as muskrats
all the time. What would heaven be, for
¢72eJ7?? It would be a mighty good place

to get out of... Those are kind and gentle
old Jews, but they ain't any fender of
kissing  the  emotional  high-lights  of
Brooklynthanyoube..."I

Twain  once  remarked  that  "Faith
is  believing  what  you  know  ain't
so",  and  in  this  late  work - penned
coincidentally in the same year that the
concept of religious  `fundamentalism'
was bom2 - he casts his sceptical eye
over  the  absurdities  of conventional
Christian b elief.

At one point a search is undertaken
in heaven to locate the whereabouts of
the planets within our solar system. A
gigantic  Borges-like  map,  `as  big  as
Rhode Island',  is  consulted by means
of balloon-expedition, and several days
later  Peters  (a  very  thinly  disguised
stand-in for Saint Peter) reports back
that "he thought he had found that solar
system,  but  it  might  be  fly-specks."
Eventually  he  discovers  the  planet
Earth: "It is on the map. It is called the
Wart.„3

Twain's  legendary  `humour'  now
seems dated: to my mind, none of this
is actually very funny. Though maybe
Twain was too tired and depressed -he
was to die within a year - to make his
polemic anything other than thumbing-
his-nose  mockery.  Yet  to  see  planet
Earfu  as  a  mere  wart,  and  hunianity
as no more than the excremental trace
of insect-life  within  the  vastness  of
creation, speaks of a vision profoundly
at  odds  with  the  `h  God We  Trust'
religious ethos that undexpirmed - as it
still does - the American psyche with
its  sense  of boundless  optimism  and
cultural exceptionalism.

Americawasofcoursefoundedupon
genocide. The large-scale enslavement,
torture  and murder of the  indigenous
population was Catholic Spain's chosen
mode  of  self-expression.  Fuelled  by
long-held  assumptions  of European
Christian superiority, the new arrivals
on the American continent were often
astonished  at  the  civilised  values  of
Indian tribal life, and found intolerable
the notion that such  `civilisation' was
possible without Christian faith.4

Over the next three centuries, while
atrocity  and  epidemic  decimated  the
nativeinhabitantsofAmerica,American
Puritanism gradually came to dominate
the  new  world,  spreading  westwards
from New England.  Our modem-day
US  TV-evangelists  and  holy-rollers
and  Christian  Zionist  `friends'  of
Israel are in a direct line of Protestant
descent fi-om the  founding Fathers  of
the  United  States  and  their  sense  of
divine  appointment  and  missionizing
religious zeal.

BenjaminFranklin,activelyinvolved



in  framing America's  Declaration  of
Independence, wrote feelingly of "the
design of Providence to extirpate these
savages in order to make room for the
cultivators  of the  earth"  -  to  which
D.H.Lawrence took violent exception:
"OhAmerica! Oh Benjamin! Ijust utter

a long loud curse  against Benjamin...
Moral America! Most moral Benjamin.
Sound, satisfied Ben!" For Lawrence,
FranklinrepresentstheAmericanproject
of  overthrowing  the  old  oppressive
European hierarchies in order to create
`the  land  of  the  free'  and  a  new

Christian  moral  order.  But  Lawrence
saw the rhetoric of freedom, the can-
do  optimism  of personal and societal
transformation,  as  involving  a  self-
deception: "This is the land of the free!
Why, if I say anything that displeases
them, the free mob will lynch me, and
that's  my  freedom...  Those  Pilgrim
Fathers and their successors never came
here  for  freedom  of worship...  They
came largely to  get c";cry - that most
simple  of motives...  That's  why most
people have come to America, and still
do come. To get away from everything
they  are  and  have  been...  All  this
Americanizing  and  mechanizing  has
been for the purpose of overthrowing
the past."6

But if the past is denied, as Lawrence
knew  (in  good  Freudian  fashion),  it
comes back to haunt you: "Somewhere
deep  in  every American  heart  lies  a
rebellion  against  the  old  parenthood
of  Europe...  The  spiritual  home  of
America  was,  and  still  is,  Europe.
This is the galling bondage... And now
look  at America,  tangled  in her  own
barbed wire, and mastered by her own
machines... It is just a farce." 7

What Lawrence intuited in the early
1920sabouttheAmericanpsyche-and
why he is still so valuable as a guide -is
the pernicious nature of the American
predisposition towards what he called"fixing the functions of the soul". The

fundamental flaw is in the notion of the
`Perfectibility  of Man',  an  idea  with

powerful roots  in religious  theologies
andsecularideologiesbutwhichfailsto
recognise-asLawrencedoesrecognise
- that we are irredeemably plural in our
selves:  "The  perfectibility  of man?  I
am many men. Which of them are you
going to perfect? I am not a mechanical
contrivance." 8

As  a modemist open to  the radical
contingency and incoherence of being,
Lawrence knew that "the soul of man
is  a vast forest",  in  damning  contrast
to which, "all Benjamin intended was
a neat back garden".9  Seeing Franklin
as  representative  of  the  American
spirit, Lawrence traces - pre-vietnam,

2

Cambodia,  Iraq  and  the  rest  -  how
America's  "ideals  and...  moralisms"10
bring destruction in their wake. From
`extirpate these savages' to a `crusade'

against `the axis of evil' proves to be no
distance at all.

So:  why  this  lengthy  opening  up
of these  long-gone  literary  figures
and  tropes?  What  are  they  doing  in
a MANNA essay that  is  supposed to
explorecontemporaryAmericanJewish
and non-Jewish spirituality in contrast
with  British  Jewish  spirituality  and
practices?

I have in front of me a new series of
books  on  `the  art  of spiritual  living',
published  in  the  States  by  Skylight
Paths  Publishing,  an  off-shoot  of the
influential  Jewish  Lights  publishers
who  over the  last twenty years  have
published some of the most important
contemporaryAmerican-Jewishwriters
including  Arthur  Green,  Lawrence
Hoffroan,  Lawrence  Kushner,  Goldie
Milgrom, Neil  Gillman,  Daniel Matt,
Arthur  Waskow,  Zalman  Schachter-
Shalomi  and  Michael  Strassfield.  All
these  authors  combine  substantial
knowledge   of  traditional   Jewish
sources  -  particularly  mystical  and
Hasidic sources - with a preparedness
to  translate  traditional  wisdom  into
a  language  that  is  accessible  for  all:
practicing Jews; Jews who may have no
background at all in their own tradition;
and  non-Jews  who  have  an  interest
in  modern  expressions   of  Jewish
thought  and  practice.  These  writers
are just a microcosmic  sample  of the
extraordinary  explosion  of  Jewish
creativity that has occurred in the States
over  the  last  forty  years.  This  may
well turn out to be post-emancipation
Judaism's golden age.

There  is  a  dynamism  and  fertility
and  breadth  of Jewish  thinking  and
self-expression in the US that one can
only stand in awe of here in the UK. Of
course they have the numbers. And the
money. The 6.5 million American Jews
make  up  nearly half of world  Jewry
- so  one might expect a modicum of
creative  endeavour  to  emanate  from
there.  But it  is  not just the  numbers.
Nor  the  plethora  of Jewish  religious
movements and groupings that co-exist
alongside the establishment triumvirate
of Reform/Conservative/Orthodox-the
Reconstructionistmovement,thousands
of Havurot and independent 777z.77);cz72z.77z,
Jewish    Renewal    communities,
meditation synagogues, gay & lesbian
synagogues,  the  Secular  Humanist
Jewish  communities,  mixed-faith
communities:  a  veritable  cornucopia
of groupings where Jews can meet in a
religious setting to express and explore

the  possibilities  of  Jewish  spiritual
life.   Of  course  the  demographics
count -  and  the  fact that  Orthodoxy
in the US is relatively small-scale and
therefore lacking in clout (only 8% of
identifying  Jews  belong  to  Orthodox
cormunities).11

All  of these  factors  self-evidently
make  the American  Jewish  religious
world  completely  different  from  our
own.Butwhatstrikesinemostaboutthe
publications and the Jewish communal
life  in  the  US  is  the  serf-confidence
on   display.   This   self-confidence
seems limitless - and it is filled with
hopefulnessaboutourpersonalpotential
for  self-transformation  and  growth.
In  some  ways  this  boundless  self-
confidence is  enviable. But what isn't
so enviable about this kind of confident
self-regard-wherethehiddenmessage
is  `as  an American you are free to be
whatever you want' - are the ways in
which it sometimes seems to be rooted
in  a rather simplistic  view  of human
nature  and  its  malleability.  A  view
that led to Mark Twain's facetiousness
about unreflective religious belief; and
D.H.Lawrence's  fulminations  against
the  "earnest  naivet6"  12  of founding
Fathers such as Benjamin Franklin.

To  a  degree,  the  eleven  books  in
front  of me  on  `the  at  of spiritual
living' illustrate this open-hearted, post-
intellectual approach to the choices we
face  about how to  live  in the world,
day by day.  Now,  I have no problem
with  the  word  `art',  nor  the  word
`spiritual' - they are key terms in my
own thinking about religious questions
- and even the word  `living' is  often

quite  appealing.  But  when  you  put
them together you have to make sure
you are going to present a thoughtful,
worked-through  imaginative  picture
that is able to embrace the realities of
life from birth to death - and that takes
into  account  contingency,  dementia,
randomness, poverty, cancer, tsunamis
and  hulnankind's  gift  for  developing
ever  more   elaborate  mechanisms
for  cruelty,  destructiveness  and  self-
deception.  If you can make an  `art of
spiritual  1iving'  that  addresses  these
realities  then  you  are  truly  on  to
something.

SkyLight  Paths  Publishing  has  a
generic blurb about their mission. They
stan by saying the aim of their books
is  to  create  "a  place  where  people
of different  spiritual  traditions  come
together for challenge and inspiration,
a place where we can help each other
understand  the  mystery  that  lies  at
the heart of our existence."  So far,  so
heart-warmingly post-ideological -the
warn fuzziness positively drowns out
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the  confusion  curled up  asleep  at the
core of the statement. Because isn't the
point about "the mystery that lies at the
heart of our existence" that it can't be
`understood'?InBuber'sterms,itmay
be "addressed" -but one should beware
the  false  consciousness  that  thinks
it  can  be  "understood".  Along  that
route lies dogmatism,  oppression, and
the  benighted  murderous  fanaticism
of  religious  conflicts  through  the
millermia.

OK, let's try again. "While many of
us may be more interested than ever in
spiritual growth, we may be less firmly
planted  in  traditional  religion."  That
may well speak to the constituency to
whom  SkyLight  Paths  are  aiming  to
sell their books - though the richness
of the Jewish Lights publications lies in
their authors' capacities to offer rootless
Jews  ways  back  towards  a  greater
rootedness  in  `traditional  religion'.
"Yet" the mission statement goes on,
"we do want to deepen our relationship
to the sacred, to leam from our own as
well as from other faith traditions, and
to practice in new ways."

Technically of course this  is  called
ry72crefz.$7",   which   my   Longman
dictionary  defines  neutrally  as  "the
combination  of  different  forms  of
religious  belief or practice"  - before
offering a second definition: "illogical
or inconsistent compromise in religion
or philosophy". I make no judgement
-  other  than  to  say  that  although
Woolworthshasgonefromourstreets,it
seems that pic'n'mix is still flourishing
as the dominant approach to spirituality
in the land of the free.

Finally,  "SkyLiglit Paths  sees  both
believers and seekers as a community
that increasingly transcends traditional
boundariesofreligionanddenomination
- people wanting to  learn from  each
orfuex,  walking  together,  finding  the
wcry  (their  italics)."  Within  this  new,
post-denominational    `fecz/czfa7zczfe '   of`wcz%77g'  together,  I  spy  a  prophetic

wishfulness : "And the wolf shall dwell
with  the  lamb,  the  leopard  lie  down
with the kid...  and a  little  child  shall
lead  them..."  (Isaiah  11:6).  America:
a new Zion, the homeland of renewed
messianic hopefulness.

So,1et's see if this series on `the art
of spiritual living'  can live up to this
utopian project.  The titles  in front  of
me are intriguing. Some are on themes
one might expect : `Giving -the sacred
art' ; `Hospitality -the sacred art'; `The
sacred art of Lovingkindness' - so far
so Jewishly familiar (though the last of
these, to which I shall return, is the only
one of the  series written by a Jewish
author, Hebrew Union College graduate
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and  professor  of Religious  Studies,
Rabbi Rami Shapiro).

Then  there  are  the  less-expected
titles, but with themes  one recognises
as having an intimate connection with
religious traditions of various cultures
and faiths:  `The  sacred art of Chant',
`The  sacred  art  of Bowing';   `Dance
- the  sacred art';  and  `The sacred art
of Fasting'.  (Strangely,  there  isn't  a
volume on `The sacred art of Eating':
I think they have missed a trick there,
for surely it can't only be Jews who'd
be interested in that?).

Indeed,  from  an  environmental
perspective  there  is  much  that  could
be written about the carbon footprint of
non-locally sourced food, the redundant
packaging that is used,  the  chemicals
added to processed food, the treatment
of workers  in  far-off countries  about
which we know little (but could care
more),  the  waste  of resources  and
environlnental  damage  involved  in
meat production and meat-eating: what
is now called `eco-kashrut' is a major
development within American Jewish
thinking  about  our  social  and  ethical
responsibilities  on this  fragile  planet.
But perhaps these themes - which to
my Judaic mind belong to  `the art of
spiritual 1iving' - might be deemed too
`political'  in  a series  so  determinedly

individualistic and apolitical.
And  then  there  are  my  favourites,

the esoteric titles:  `Everyday Herbs in
Spiritual Life' (more than 200 different
herbs and spices, from acacia to yarrow,
but curiously - or maybe not - only a
fleeting  mention  of  hemp,   ccz7z77crz7z.a
sczZz.vcz, and then,  disappointingly,  only
as an ingredient in incense);  `Running
-  the  sacred  art'  (don't  tell  Paula
Radcliffe,  but  if God  had  meant  us
to  run  he'd  have  given  us  shares  in
Nike);  `Haiku -the sacred art`, those
5-7-5 syllabic gems shining with intent,
helping us to see the world in a grain of
sand and heaven in a wild flower:

B'ray'shitbara
God how good it is to find
Creation in us
orperhaps
Homer Simpson says
National stereotypes:
Funny `coz they're true 13
And finally - and this for me is the

definite  volume  in  the  series,  and  a
must  for  every  Hanukamas  stocking
-  `Spiritual Adventures  in the  Snow:
Skiing  &  Snowboarding  as  Renewal
for Your S oul' .

But it ill behoves someone who has
written  a  book  called  `The Alphabet
of Paradise: An A-Z of Spirituality for
Everyday Life' -which was published
in the  States by,  yes,  SkyLight Paths

Publishing  -  to  offer  any  disrespect
to  texts  which  try  to  suggest  that
everyday  activities  are  opportunities
for,  or  openings  towards,  enhanced
awareness  of the  One  who  Is.  If the
divine is an encompassing and present
reality -  `Holy,  holy,  holy,  is 4c7o7€crz.
rz 'vcrof, the whole earth is full of this
91ory' (Isalah 6:3) -then all the routes
to  spiritual  awareness  so  lovingly
detailed in these volumes are possible
and legitimate. If I were to quibble, I
would only say that there is something
almost  too  easy - perhaps  even  self-
indulgent - about some of these titles.
Why not  `Work -the sacred art'?  Or
`Building  Community  -  the  sacred
art'? Or `The sacred art ofAgeing'? Or
even  `Environmentalism - the  sacred
art' ? There is something heartless about
the  ease  with  which  authors  suggest
- without a hint of old world hesitation
or  doubt  or provisionality - that  one
can proceed programmatically towards
intimations of the mystery of Being.

While  reading  these  books  I  was
constantlybroughtbackinmythinking
to Martin Buber. In his essay `The Way
of Man According to the Teachings of
Hasidism',  Buber  tells  the  following
story,

Rabbi Baer of Radoshitz once said to
his teacher, the Seer of Lublin:  `Show
me  one  general  way  to  the  service
of  God'.  The  zaddik  replied:   `It  is
impossibletotellpeoplewhatwaythey
should take. For one way to serve God
is  through  leaning,  another  through
prayer,  another  through  fasting,  and
still another through eating.  Everyone
shouldcarefullyobservewhatwaytheir
heart draws them to,  and then choose
this way with all their strength'.14

This  is  a  kind  of  Ur-tale  for  a
pluralistic approach to Jewish spiritual
life.Firstly,theSeerofLublinrecognises
that rabbis can't dictate to Jews which
way they should serve God: it is up to
each individual to find their own way.
Secondly,  there  are many routes,  and
your route will  depend on what your`heart'  draws you towards - in  other

words there needs to be an approach to
thisquestionbywayofourfeelingsand
emotions not].ust abstract theory. Then,
thirdly, what matters in the `service of
God'  is  that  you  observe  `carefully'
what  you  are  drawn  towards  -  that
is, that you devote time and attention
to  your  own  personal  preferences,
inclinations and affinities. Some people
areenlivenedbymusic,othersbystudy.
Some are drawn to social action, others
to meditation. It's not about what others
do;  or what the community  `expects'.
It is  about locating your own desires.
And finally, you should take seriously
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what you find out about yourself and
give yourself over to it with all your`strength'-putyourheartandsoulinto

it, as we might say. It's an invitation to
develop  a  benign  ruthlessness  about
what  matters  to  you.  The  tale  offers
a  mosaic  of thoughts  about  how  to
develop  and  deepen  one's  personal
relationship  with  the  sacredness  of
life. It tells you how to approach these
questions, not the details of what you
have to do. It focuses on the process of
developing  a spiritual life rather than
the specific content of that life.

As    with    Jung's    notion    of
`individuation',  Buber  stresses  the

attention to be paid to who we are, how
we  are  constituted,  how  our  unique
personhood has  come into being;  and
how  each  of us  -  regardless  of the
stumbling blocks that we come across
or that we ourselves might place in our
way -is involved in a lifelong journey
of self-discovery, the purpose of which
is self-expression in the service of the
divine.  This  approach  is  what makes
Buber  the  most  important  religious
existentialist of the 20th century.

But what if we like study and social
action? What if we find that there isn't
just  one path  our  heart  draws  us  to?
What if our affinities and enthusiasms
are multiple? Is there anything wrong
with  a  bit  of  creative  pic'n'mix?
Interestingly,  Buber,  having  laid  out
the  path  of  single-mindedness,  goes
on  in  his  essay  to  offer  a  different
perspective.  He  describes  the  Seer  of
Lublin's  response  when  questioned
as  to  why his practices  differed from
his teacher's traditions:  "lh7hat sort of
God would that be who has only one
way in which he can be served?". And
he  follows  this  anti-fundamentalist
teaching with the following:

God does not say:  "This way leads
to  me  and  that  does  not,"  but  he
says:"Whateveryoudomaybeawayto
me,providedyoudoitinsuchamanner
that it leads you to me." 15

This  is  extraordinary,  twice  over.
Firstly, when Buber suggests that God
does  not  say  "This  way  leads  to  me
and  that  does  not,"  he  is  subverting
the  whole  rationale  of  normative
halachic  Judaism.  We  know  that  the
Bible  is  packed with  statements  that
say precisely,  and in  elaborate  detail,
exactly which way leads  to  God and
what  does  not.  Whether it  is  priestly
ritual  in  the  Tabemacle,  or  Biblical
moral  and  social  legislation,  or  later
Talmudic  generations  of  rabbinic
expositors,  or  medieval  codifiers  of
Jewish  law,  Judaism  has  historically
been built around a sense that God does
indeed say (or has said) "This way leads
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to me and that does not." So how can
Buber suggest otherwise?

I  think  that  Buber  is  intuiting
something  vital  about  the  nature  of
Judaism.Jewishritual,lawandpractice
- and how we constitute ourselves in
communityandliveoutJewishtradition
- exists in a realm, a human realm, that
is in a dialectical relationship with the
One  Who  Is.  We  have  an  everyday
domain  of hulnan-ordered  religious
law  that  originates  in  the  creative
response of our people to  a summons
towards  responsible  collective  living.
And  we  bave  `God',  a  power  that
animates  the universe,  and us  within
it, that exists in dynamic tension with
our  socially-organized  ethnocentric
attempts to  corral  `Him' or pin down
the  divine.  Buber knows that  `God is
grea:ter'  -  allah  hu-akbar  - TharL oruir
a.tte"Dts to  define Ehyeh  asher ehyeh
or to programme set ways to trap the
mystery.

The second extraordinary thing about
Buber's statement -and his c¢z{/zpczdz.fa
identificationwithGod,givingusGod's
voice through his own voice as it were
- is in the Zen-like frocr77 that follows:
"Whatever you do may be a way to me,

providedyoudoitinsuchamannerthat
it leads you to me."

What  freedom  -  and  frustration
-thereisinthis!Anythingcanbeaway
of connecting to the divine -if it works
(though it may not:  it will only work
if it works). Any moment  can be  an
opening onto the sacred -if you allow
it to be (though allowing it to be may
not  be  enough).  Buber  is  expressing
here an enigma about `the art of sacred
living'  that  rings  true.  He  wants  to
preserve  the  essential  mystery  and
uncontrollability of the encounter with
the divine - while summoning us to a
devoted commitment to work tirelessly
at the relationship. His formulation of
the task intimates that the sacred cannot
be  understood  @czce  SkyLight Paths)
- just lived in moments of grace and
surender.

I think this is something that Rami
Shapiro  appreciates  as well.  He  starts
his  wise  and  reverential  text  on  the
art  of lovingkindness  with  the  2004
tsunami, and then takes us - via `The
Tao that can be named is not the etemal
Tao'  and Aldous  Huxley  and Marcus
Aurelius  and  Zen  Buddhist  practice
- on a voyage round traditional Jewish
s ounces (inidrash, Maimonides, Shabb at
liturgy, Kabb alistic meditation) towards
the   concept   of  the   /c7772ec7vcrv7zz.fa,   the
hidden righteous ones upon whom the
world  depends.  This  latter  notion  is
so  antithetical  to  the  self-promoting
'fifteen minutes of fame' ethos of his

putative readers that one can only stand
in awe  at his  courage:  in spite  of his
eclectic mix of sources,  he  stays true
to his Judaic roots by ending his book
withhumility,knowingthatwhatreally
counts  in  the  realm  of holiness  may
never be  acknowledged by the world
at large.

I'mleftwithmanyquestions.Isitour
European  proximity  to  the  occasions
and  sites  of national  barbarism  that
makes  our spirituality more  grounded
in  an  awareness  of the  limitations  in
our  capacity  to  overcome  the  irmate
destructiveness  of our species?  Is  the
American yearning for  `sacred living'
as  expressed  in  these  representative
volumes  an  unconscious  attempt  to
solve  a  longstanding  and  tyrannical
problem:  how  do  you  live  honestly
in  a  desacrilized  world  built  on  the
exploitation and despoliation of human
and  natural  resources?  If  800/o  of
Americans believe in somebody called
`God',  and almost as many believe in

a place  called  `Heaven']6 -  and  70%
believe in `Hell' and something called
`The Devil' -then one wonders about

the  level  of critical  and  self-critical
thinking about matters of belief in the
land  of the  free.  Mark Twain,  where
are you now? Where is your sceptical,
lyrical eye that can capture for us the
grandeur  and  inconsequentiality  of
life on earth,  and the risks we run in
succumbing to folly and delusion? I
1  `The Complete Short Stories of Mark Ttwain',

(Bantam Classics,1957/2005), p.7022 `The Fundamentals: A Testimony to the Truth' ,

published by the American Bible League in
1909, proposed five  `fundamental' beliefs for
Christians  opposed to  modemising trends  in
the Protestant Church.

3 Twain, p.686
4 See Edmund S.  Morgan,  `American Heroes:

ProfilesofMenandWomenWhoShapedEarly
America', Ovorton,2009).

5 D.H.Lawrence,  `Studies  in  Classic American
Literature' (1924),  Q4ercury Books, London,
1965), p.15

6 |bid., pp.3, 21
7 pp.4, 21
8p.9

9  p.10

lo p.21

1lseetheAmericanJewishldentitysurvey(2001)

at~.gc.cony.edu
12 Lawrence, p.14
13|hastentosayyouwon'tfindthesebone-made

examples in the book.
]4 Martin Buber,  `Hasidism and Modern Man'

Qlurnanities Press International, New Jersey,
1958/1988), p.130

15 p.133

16 Haris Poll, October 15, 2003

RABBI    HOWARD     CO0PER    i.a    cr
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Synagogue.  His  last  book,   `The  Alphabet  Of
Paradise:  Am A-Z  Of Spirituality f;oi.  Eweryday
Life',  was  published  in  the  UK  by  Darton,
Longman & Todd.
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I

FINDING  THE
WORDS
Jonathan Romain

TMIGHTSEEMSTRANGETHAT,
having produced a wonderful new
prayer book last year, the Assembly

of Reform Rabbis UK has just seen fit
to issue a booklet entitled `Really Useful
Prayers'.

This does not imply that those in the
2008 Siddur were not useful. The Siddur
achieved what it set out to do : cater for
the regular Daily and Sabbath services,
as well as various ritual occasions, such
as a baby blessing or a shivah.

The   new  publication   is   more   a
reflection on the way Jews pray. If we
have  a  deficiency  in  our prayers,  it  is
that we  tend to  rely  on those  already
laid  out  in  the  standard liturgy  rather
than make up our own.  Rarely do we
pray impromptu, even in services.

When  on  a  Sabbath  moming  I  tell
congregants that "we pause a while and
use the time for thoughts of our own",
the  regular tuning  of pages  indicates
that most prefer to stick with the written
lines rather than wander off into more
personal  territory.   Christians  talk  of
their "prayer life". Jews do not.

This also applies to rabbis. That was
brought  home  to  me  very  forcefully
when   doing   an   interview   with   a
Christian radio programme. Just before
it finished, the presenter unexpectedly
said  "Thank  you  Rabbi  Romain;  can
you now  end by leading us  in a brief
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prayer".
Vicars  and priests  offer impromptu

prayers all the time, closing their eyes
- on the radio, before a meeting,  at a
bedside - and invoking God for some
cause.  By  contrast,  rabbis  generally
pray  at  set  times,  and  at which point
they tend to take out their prayer book
and turn to a particular page.

As  I  had  not  anticipated  such  an
invitation, nor brought a prayer book,
I gaped at him momentarily,  and then
quickly resorted to quoting a standard
Hebrew  one-liner,  the  Oseh  Shalom.
It worked, just, but it highlighted how
unused  we  are  to  composing  prayers
at will.

It  is  to  fill  this  religious  vacuum
that  `Really Useful Prayers' has  been
produced  to  cover  situations  that  are
largely absent from the Jewish liturgy
but  constantly  face  Jews   in  their
everyday lives.

The  specially-written prayers range
from  situations  that  test  us,  such  as
unemploymentorhavingchemotherapy,
to relationships that go wrong, ranging
from  the  moment  after  a  quarrel  to
undergoing   a   divorce,   as   well   as
dealing with the world around us, like
witnessing an ambulance on its way to
an accident.

Many  of  them  tackle  traumatic
moments,  such  as  what  to  say  after

a  failed  suicide  attempt  -  written  by
Rabbi  Brian  Fox.   It  includes  these
moving lines:

Our God and God of our ancestors,
You have  called us  to  embrace life,
but so often it is bitter ...Give me the
courage to face the dc[y and endure
the nights. Give me the perspective to
see my storm as temporary, the faith
to  believe  that  it will  soon  be  over
and the eriergy to see it through.
Rabbi Fox also composed a powerful

prayer to be said by a drug addict, which
reverberates with searing honesty and
painful self-analysis, including:

I have betrayed the trust that others
had in me
I have condemned myself to a life of
dependency...
I have embittered my loved ones ...
I have injected death into the body
God gave me to cherish
I have vacillated when I should
have been strong
Forgive me God. I coiifess all Of this
with a sincere heart.
A  totally  different  scenario  -  but

one  common to  many - is  dealt with
very sensitively by Rabbi Sidney Kay:
lighting the Shabbat candles after losing
your partner.

The weekly ritual may still continue,
but suddenly it is no longer shared, and
the  act  of bringing  in the  Sabbath by
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oneself can  accentuate the  feelings  of
loneliness caused by the bereavement.
Rabbi Kay's  gentle words  help  lessen
the  pain  and  also  serve  to  turn  the
person's gaze outwards towards others
and think of their needs too.

Among  the  contributions  of Rabbi
Howard  Cooper  is   `An  insomniac's
prayer'whichaddressesthosemoments,
or hours, when one is not only tossing
and  tuning  in  bed,  but  in  a  state  of
mental anguish:

This  unwilled  wakefulness  -  what
purpose does  it serve?  I  cannot but
review ray  life,  re-live the best  and
worst  moments,  the  petty  and  the
mean, the lurts I've caused and the
hurts received, the griof I've known,
the blealoness  borne,  the losses  I've
endured.  Arixieties  that  never  seem
to end...
Health issues are a major concern for

many people and are well represented
in  the  book.  What  do  you  say,  for
instance,  if  you  are  shortly  about  to
undergo  a  mastectomy?  It  is  not just
the  disfigurement  that  is  dreaded  but
the  way  that,  for  some,  it  challenges
their  identity   as   a  woman.   Rabbi
Sylvia  Rothschild's  prayer  for  this
both recognises the terror involved and
offers affimation:

Now that I inust begin a journey Of
damage  and  destruction,  of  pain
and griof, help me to hold fast to the
person I an and let go Of the fear and
loneliness that threaten to overwhelm
me .... Help me to see that my world
still exists, nay life is still to be lived,
my self is not destroyed.
Another    scenario    is    that    of

someone waiting for a loved one who
is  undergoing  a  medical  procedure.
Rabbi  Miriam  Berger's prayer  avoids
the  temptation  to  pray  for  divine
intervention - and the  danger of then
being angry with God when it appears
that the prayer was not answered - but
instead asks  for qualities  for the  staff
tending the person concerned:

As I pass the one I love into the care
of medical  professionals,  I  turn  to
God with hope  and fear.  I ask God
to give these doctors the wisdom to
perform this task and the compassion
to  treat  their patients with  concern
and respect.
A total of twenty three Reform rabbis

have composed the prayers, and so the
book  also  acts  as  a  showcase  of the
talents of the Refomi rabbinate. Whilst
some  are  well-known nalnes,  such  as
Lionel  Blue  and  Jonathan  Magonet,
others are less recognized beyond their
own communities yet each have areas
of expertise that are now highlighted to
a much wider audience.
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There  are  over fifty  prayers  in  the
book, covering a wide range of plights,
although  it  is  striking  that  most  of
them, like the examples above, concern
problems. Judaism urges that we should
also turn to God to express thanks and
appreciation, but human nature is such
that we tend to feel the need for prayer
more when our feelings are less positive

Vicars and priests
of fer impromptu

prayers all the tine,
closing their eyes -

on the radio, bef;ore a
meeting, at a bedside
~ and invoking God

f;or some cause. By
contrast, rabbis

generally pray at set
times, and at which
point they tend to

tcke out their prayer
book and turri to a
particular page.

and we are worried, hurt or confused.
This  is  a major challenge to people

of all faiths. A common Jewish reaction
is simply to accept misfortune - either
from  a  determinist  point  of view  as
the  will  of  God,  or  from  a  free-will
perspective  as  the  way  things  have
tuned out.

It finds  expression  in  a remarkable
benediction  that  has  long  been  part
of Jewish tradition but which  appears
counter-intuitive:   a  blessing  upon
hearing bad news. Whereas one might
expect to rage against such tidings, we
are urged to come to terms with them:
"Blessed  are  You,  our  Living  God,

Sovereign  of  the  Universe,  the  true
judge".  It is  only by  accepting reality
that we  can  then  adjust  to  it  and  live
with it.

But there is another response. Rather
than submit to the way of the world, we
can  protest  about  it  and  rebel  against
what God has caused or, depending on
our  attitude,  has  allowed  to  happen.

Thus  Honi  Ha-Me'aggel  refused  to
accept  the  drought  that  was  causing
so much suffering in Israel in the First
Century BCE. He drew a circle around
himself  and  told  God  that  he  would
refuse  to  budge  from  the  circle  until
God made it rain. So it rained.

We may not have such powers,  but
we  can emulate  the religious  message
underlying  the  story:  the  imperative
to  better the world we  inhabit  so  that
we do not have to omit certain prayers
because they stick in our throat.

But difficulties with prayer need not
mean  avoidance  or denial.  The ability
to  express  our  darker  emotions  -  be
it disappointment,  frustration or anger
-  is  important.  Otherwise  it  is  not  a
full and open relationship. That is why
the Psalmist was not afraid to vent his
distress  in  prayer,  complaining  "Why
have  You  forgotten  me?  Why  must  I
go about moumfully, oppressed by my
enemies?" (Psalm 42: 10).

He knew that it is perfectly natural to
beangry.Therealquestioniswhatdowe
do with our anger. How do we channel
it  from  hurting  others  or  poisoning
ourselves,  and turn aggressive  energy
to constructive purposes?

It  is  an  issue  that  confronts  Jews
every time we say the paragraph at the
end  of the Thanksgiving  after  Meals:
"I have been young and am now grown

old,  and  have  never  seen  a  righteous
person forsaken" (Psalm 37:25).

One  tradition  is  to  read  it  silently,
becauseitisnottrueandmanyrighteous
people do suffer. Another tradition is to
say  it  out  aloud  because  we  want  to
hasten the time when it is true and so
we  remind  ourselves  of the  personal
challenge to make it so.

What  is  crucial  is  the  conviction
underlying  all  Jewish  liturgy;  ancient
and  modern,   that  prayer  can  help
us  improve  ourselves  and  the  world
around  us:  by  redirecting  our  attitude
and shaping our behaviour.

As Tennyson urges us to remember
in  Morte  D'Arthur:  `More  things  are
wrought  by  prayer/Than  this  world
dreams of. Wherefore, let thy voice/Rise
like a fountain for me night and day'.

Most of us do not have long periods
of  spiritual  piety.  But  we  can  have
moments  of prayer  when we  feel  we
are in touch with God, or have explored
the  deepest  part  of  ourselves.  Those
moments are worth praying for I

RABBI DR JONATHAN ROMAIN z.a mz.#j.sfe;-
Of Maidenhead Synagogrle and editor Of Really
Useful  Prayers  published by  the  Movement for
Reform Judaism. Normally priced at £9.99,  it is
available  to  MANNA readei.s  at £5;  for details,
contact sylvia. morris@ref ormjudaism. ol.g.uk.
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As with national
commemorations of the

two World Wars, the
Jewish communtry's TIom

Ha'Shoah is changing.
Survivors who became bar
or bat mitavah in 1939 are

now well into their 80s.
The 2009 ceremony
in London's Logan
Hall f ieatured f tour

survivors, each standing
with a grandchild or

representatives of their
grandchildren. One

recal,I,ed Polish Jewish
life before the Nazi

inwasion. One was on a
Kindertransport.

One was a hidden child
and one a camp survivor.

What they had to say
and, in three cases, what
their grandchildren had

to say, was so moving and
so vital to the historical

record that it is a privilege
to reproduce their words.

Ben Hell :gott recal,ls
Piotrkow-Trybunalski in

central Poland where
30% of the populoition

were Jews.
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SURVIVORS
AND

GRANDCHILDREN

Ben Helfgott
VIBRANT LIFE

MY  HOME  TOWN  OF
Piotrkow-Trybunalski  in
Poland  is  a microcosm  of

the  kaleidoscopic  life that  existed in
Poland and throughout Eastern Europe
before 1939.

The Jewish community of piotrkow-
Trybunalski  enjoyed  a  vibrant  life
while  waging  its  daily  struggle  for
physical  and  economic   existence.
All  the  political  and  cultural  strands
were  represented  there.  The  Jews  of
Piotrkow were  divided in their socio-
political views into several major camps
- Zionist and anti Zionist, religious and
secular, socialist and bourgeois. Inside
those  camps  flourished  factions  and
sub-factions.

The  religious   groups   politically
belonged  to  Agudat  Israel,  the  party
which  sought  to  preserve  orthodoxy.
They were further divided into Hasidic
sects of whom there were many,  each
with   its   own   little   synagogue.   In
addition,  there  was  a  large  religious
body   of   773z.s72czgc7z.77?,   the   orthodox
opponents of Hasidism, small property
owners, artisans and ordinary folk who
prayed at the main synagogue and the
less  observant Jews who  attended the
Sha'arei Zion synagogue.

The   Zionist   camp   included  the
Generalzionistofthepo'aleizionright

and the Po'alei Zion left, the religious
Zionists of the Mizrachi, the revisionists
of Jabotinski  and  the  revisionists  of
Grossman.  There  were  another  half
dozen Zionist youth movements such as
Hashomer Hatzair,  Hashomer  Hadati,
Betar,  Hanoar Hatzioni  and  Gordonia
-allopposedbytheAnti-Zionistsofthe
Socialist Bund, the Communists and the
orthodox Agudah.

There  were  skirmishes  among  all
the parties  and these  climaxed  during
elections  to  the  Community  Council,
to  the  local  town  council,  and  to  the
committees of the economic and trade
association.  The  Community  Council
was like the government of a quasi-state
that had the authority to levy taxes on
the Jewish community and took care of
the religious  needs  of the  community
as well  as  of public health,  education
and welfare.

The spirit of voluntary commitment
was widespread.  Helping one's  fellow
man   and  woman  was  undertaken
by  many  as  a  life  long  goal  and  the
fulfilment of the basic 7#z./zi/ozfe.

There     were     several     active
philanthropic   groups   such  as  I z.7?cz/
Tzedek, stlctter, Biklcur Holin. visifm8
the s:Ice, Haklunasat  Kallah, rne[rry.rr\g
the  poor  bride,  fJevrczz  Er#vz.77?,  ritual

group and many others.
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Parallel  to  this,  there  was  much
activity  in  the  area  of education  and
social   and  cultural   affairs.   Sports
and  entertainment  were  financed  by
contributions  and  serviced  mainly  by
volunteers.  There  was  a  network  of
educational  institutions  starting  with
kindergartens , traditional cfe ec7czrz.777 and

};es¢z.1;o/,   elementary  and  vocational
schools  and  a  Jewish  High  School.
The  ORT  School  provided  vocational
training;  orthodox  boys  went  to  the
Talmud and Yesodei HaTorah Schools
and  the  orthodox  girls  to  the  Beit
Ya'akov schools.

What was remarJcable
about this Jewish life
in the inter-war years
was that this hive Of

activity, this vibrancy
took place in spite Of
the harsh economic
conditions, a hostile
eievironment, irmer

corf licts , uncertainty
about the immediate
future and even a

subcons cious feeling
that s omething

terrible was about
to happen.

The Mizrachi School had a religious
Zionist orientation. Hundreds of young
men  continued  their  Torah  studies
in  one  of  many  different  Yeshivot,
academies  and  sfofz.eb/czcfe.  Dozens  of
young  men pursued  academic  studies
after finishing the Jewish High School
and many returned as lawyers, doctors,
engineers and teachers.

There were book clubs, choirs, bands
and  sports  clubs.  The  Maccabi  sports
club  was  the  first  and  largest  in  our
town and was formed by all the Zionist
parties  at  the  end  of the  First  World
War.  It  made  a  major  contribution  to
the sporting life in the town as well as
running a brass band which took part in
national events.
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Literary societies were very popular
among the young, especially the girls.
They  offered  lectures  on  Jewish  and
world literature  and  even published  a
periodical which offered the prose and
poetry of the members.

Drama  groups  were  active  with
a  Jewish  and  classic  repertoire.  The
choirs and mandolin band continued the
tradition of the Zamir band which was
founded in our town in 1908.

There was a chess club with regular
chess tounaments.

Three   weeklies   were   published
by  political  parties  and  added  to  the
sectarian struggle. It meant that no one
was ever bored in our town, nor did they
lack vehicles to express their points of
view.

We  had  our  rich  and  our  poor,
our  secular  intelligentsia  and  Torah
students,  believers  and  non-believers,
the  learned  and  the  common  folk,
merchants  and  artisans,  apprentices
and workers as well as a large number
of religious  functionaries  and,  at  the
other end of the spectrum, members of
the underworld. They represented every
strand of an entire civilization.

The people  of Piotrkow  underwent
a  constant  process  of  secularization
which  gained  momentum  after  the
First World War.  Religion which was
dominant in past generations was being
weakened. Secularism was reflected in
constant questions in a desire to know
and  understand  instead  of  blindly
believing,  in  a  yeaming  to  slash  off
the  shackles  of tradition,  in  a  desire
to  open the window to the winds that
blew in from the great world outside,
in new ideas, Zionism, Socialism. This
secularization won the hearts of a great
many young people. It manifested itself
also in the decline of Yiddish as more
and more young Jews adopted Polish as
their language of choice.

What  was  remarkable  about  this
Jewish life  in the inter-war years was
that this hive of activity, this vibrancy
tookplaceinspiteoftheharsheconomic
conditions,   a  hostile   environment,
inner  conflicts,   uncertainty  about
the   immediate   future   and  even  a
subconscious  feeling  that  something
terrible was about to happen.

All  the  great  achievements  of the
community, all its activities and vitality,
its   stirring   and   exciting   life  were
covered by the shadow of an existential
question and when the answer came, it
came with a bang,

15,000 Jews lived in my hometown
Piotrkow-Trybunalski  in  1939.  When
liberation came five years, eight months
and  one  week  later  just  750   had
survived I

Erich Reich and

E|iissg:ai=i:::e
STAGING POST

DORKING
EIIis:  Kindertransport  was  the  rescue
mission  that  took  place  nine  months
prior to the outbreak of World War 11.
Ten thousand Jewish children up to the
age of seventeen were brought over to
Britain  during  this  time.  They  came
from Nazi Germany and the occupied
territories  of Austria,  Czechoslovakia,
Poland and  the  Free  City  of Danzig.
The  children  were  placed  in  British
foster homes, hostels, and on famis.

The  rescue  mission  was  in  general
considered  a  success  even  though,
sadly, only a very small percentage of
these children were reunited with their
parents. Those parents who did survive
spent  the  war  in  hiding  or  managed
to  survive  the  Nazi  camps.   But  the
majorityofchildrenlosttheirhomeand
family forever.

Erich  Reich,  then  aged  three,  was
deported from Vienna by the Germans
to  Poland  as  a  result  of  the  Polish
govemment's decision in October 193 8
that all Polish Jews  living abroad had
to  return  in  order  to  revalidate  their
passports.

Erich  was  sent  to  Gdynia  on  the
Baltic  and  each  time  the  `Warscava',
a commercial  ship,  returned  from the
UK  a number  of children were  taken
on board. Erich arrived in Britain with
his  ten  year  old  brother  Ossie  on  the
29th of August 1939. The older children
including his brother were looked after
by the JFS  School and later evacuated
to Ely.

Erich himself was sent with a small
group  of children  to  a  refugee  house
in  Dorking.  All  except  Erich  found
individual  homes.  That  is  when  the
Kreibich  couple  who  were  already
grandparents volunteered to look after
him. He lived with them for six years.

Erich: I have no recollections of my
parents  or  childhood  prior  to  finding
myself in  Dorking,  Surrey  sometime
after the start of the war. Born in Vienna
in 1935 I became part, at four years old,
of a  Kindertransport which  arrived  at
the London Docks at the end ofAugust,
1939'

My first memories are of my foster
parents,  Emilie  and  Josef  Kreibich,
themselves    refugees    from    the
Sudetenland,  the  German  speaking
area  of  Czechoslovakia.  Despite  the

contirmed on next page
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differences in religion and culture they
always treated me with  love  and care
and made me an integral part of their
family.

I had been with them for nearly six
yea].s  when,  one  day,  playing  on  the
pavement  with  my  scooter,  a  young
man  walked  up  and  asked  whether  I
knew where the Kreibich family lived.
"Of course", I responded and promptly

showed him the way, before returning
to  my  game. A few  minutes  later my
foster mother called me back in.

I was excitedly informed "Erich, this
is  your  brother  Jacques"  pointing  to
the young man I hadjust escorted in. It
was the first time I was physically and
emotionally  confronted  with  the  fact
that I was not the person I thought I had
been for the past few years.  I leamed
that Jacques was my eldest brother. He
was  seven years  my  senior and I  had
another brother Ossie,  six  years  older
than myself.

It was  many  years  later  before  the
issue  of our parents  whereabouts was
ever raised. I could not remember them
anyway  and  Jacques,  only  a  young
teenager  himself  at  the  time,  hardly
wished to raise  such a painful topic.  I
have  always maintained that recalling
the  past  had  a  far  greater  emotional
effect  on  my  older  brothers  than  on
myself.

Meeting   my   oldest  brother   did
confront  me  with  the  fact  that  the
Kreibichs were not my parents. Whilst
my  relationship  with  them  remained
the same, many aspects of life changed
quite dramatically, as a consequence of
my brother's  visit.  No  more  going to
church or Sunday school. To this day I
still find Christmas or Pesach times to
savour when the family comes together
to celebrate these special occasions.

Ellis:  Three years later, when Erich
was  thirteen,  his  foster  father  died.
Erich  was  persuaded  to  become  a
pupil  at an  orthodox Jewish school  in
London.

Not  having  previously  experienced
Jewish life like this, it proved extremely
difficult for him. As a result, at the age
of fourteen, it was an easy decision for
him to join his family in Israel.

Erich  completed  his  education  on
an  Hashomer  Hatzair  Kibbutz  where
the   Cfeczgz.in  were   celebrated  on   an
agricultural  basis  so  that  Pesach  for
example, became a festival of freedom,
hope  and  spring,   the  start  of  the
agricultural season.

From  being  born  into  a  religious
Jewish  family  and  then  attending
church during the war, Erich has made
a kind of full circle, ultimately returning
to  Jewish  life  through  experiencing
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and understanding Jewish history and
heritage .

Nicole David and
he±sgtrhaenrdsdaa#g:Lter

THE ORPHANAGE
Nicole:  I  want  to  tell  you  about  the
saddest day of my life.  It changed my
life forever.

The 7th of October 1942 was a sunny
and  unusually  warm  day.  While  my
mother was preparing lunch, I went out
with my father to buy a newspaper.  I
never saw my mother again.

Esther: Nicole was born in Septem-
ber 1936 in Antwexp of Polish parents.
When Belgium was invaded by the Ger-
mans on the loth of May 1940, they fled
to France as did thousands of non-Jews
and Jews in the belief that the French
army would protect them. They got to
Ostend by train but then continued on
foot  along  the  coast  of Belgium  and
France. She was not even four yet and
often her father carried her on his shoul-
ders or she walked with her parents in
the long line of fleeing refugees.

WhiletheyweretryingtogettoFrance
the British army were withdrawing to
England  from  Dunkirk.  The  German
bombing became more intense as they
crossed  the  border  from  Belgium  to
France and sometimes they would try
and  shelter  in  ditches.  At  nicht  they
slept mainly  in  schools  or town halls
thatwereopenforrefugees.Thouchshe
was  scared  of the bombing  she knew
her parents were there to protect her.

Nicole:   Arriving  in  Dunkirk,   a
policeman gave us his sandwiches and
advised my father to go inland, because
of the heavy bombing  all  around  the
beach.

We stopped in a small village where
a lot of refugees had gathered. For the
first  couple  of nights  we  slept  in  the
school which was next to the town hall,
and  then  we  were  allocated  a  house,
since  most  of the  inhabitants  of the
village had fled.

Though   my   first  language   was
German,  my  parents  insisted  I  spoke
only  French,  as  there  were  German
soldiers  all  around.  I  had been taught
the  S7zemcz  at  an  early  age  and  told  I
was Jewish.

After  the  surrender  of France  and
Belgiuni we returned to Antwerp.  But
my father thought it would be easier to
get food in the country, away from the
cities. So in January 1941 we moved to

the French part of Belgium to a small
village  called  Profondeville   in  the
region of Namur. Many Jews here were
later hidden by the Catholic population,
from July  1942 when the deportations
began.  For  me  this  period  is  one  of
happy  memories,  as  my  parents  did
all they could to protect me fi-om their
worries.

In July 1 942 the arrests ofJews mainly
in Antwerp and Brussels started and it
was  decided we would go into hiding.
My parents  found it difficult to find a
place that would accept them with a six-
year old child, and therefore decided to
put me in a Catholic orphanage, which
had agreed to take  in Jewish children.
Conditions were cramped. Taking us in
doubled the numbers in the oaphanage.
My  parents  moved  to  an  attic  in  the
next village.

Esther:  Nicole  often  had tonsillitis
and  the  oaphanage  told  her  parents
that they could not keep her as it was
contagious and there was no penicillin
to  help  at  that  time  (it  had  not  been
invented).Sheneededtohavehertonsils
out and, much against her father's will,
Nicole's mother insisted on returning to
Profondeville, the village they had lived
in prior to going into hiding.  Nicole's
mother trusted the local doctor who had
agreed to do the operation. The date was
fixed for October 8th and two days prior
to this her mother took her to a very big
house, with a large park surrounded by
a big wall. The house belonged to the
Champagne family who had ten grown
up children, of whom five still lived at
home. They agreed to take her in after
her  operation.  Her mother  asked  Mrs
Champagne  to  remind her to  say  her
Jewish prayers in the evening.

On the 7th October, the day before her
operation was due,  she went with her
father to buy a paper, and they stopped
for a drink in a cafe by the River Meuse.
As they were walking back towards the
house, they saw three German lorries in
front of the house.  Someone  from the
resistance  was  waiting  for  them,  and
took them to a safe house, where they
were kept for most of the day, because
German soldiers heard they were in the
village  and  were  searching  for  them.
In the evening Nicole was taken to the
Champagne family by a woman from
the  resistance.  She  has  absolutely  no
memory of her arrival there. She stayed
with the Champagnes for one and a half
years,  and  was  treated  as  one  of the
family.  She was reminded every night
to  say  her  Jewish  prayers,  and  every
moming  she went to  mass,  which  for
Nicole was her only outing. She had to
move twice more to other families until
Belgium was liberated.
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Nicole  often  thinks  that  if she  had
not been ill with tonsillitis, they would
not have returned to Profondeville, and
her mother might have survived, as her
father did. He died in  1982 a few days
after Pesach, on Yom Hashoah.

Nicole:   My   reconnection   with
Judaism  came  when  I  returned  to
Antwerp  with  my  father.  I  realised
that  the  community there  had  all  lost
members  of their  families.  But  there
was warmth and an unspoken bond in
the community.

I  had  to  live  with  a  non-Jewish
family  for more than  a year,  and had
to  lean Flemish.  My father could not
find affordable accommodation because
Antwerp  had  been  so  badly  bombed.
Nevertheless I still saw my father every
day and was always in the company of
other Jewish children.

My first real family Rosh Hashanah
was  when  one  of  my  mother's  two
surviving  siblings  came  to  Antwerp
after the war from a displaced persons
camp, and a cousin of my father's who
had survived Auschwitz, came with her
husband also from a DP camp.

This  was  the  first  proper  Jewish
experience I had since the war .

Renee Salt and
hersg::#aas#ter

Zduuskawolainpolandhadapopulation
Of 20,000  in  1939, half of them Jews.
The  majority  of the  Jews  of Zdunsha
Wola died in Chelmno.

THE `SELEKTIONS'
Rene:  My  name  is  Renia  and  I  was
born  in  Zdunska  Wola,  a  small  town
40 kin from Lodz,  the  district capital.
My family consisted of my parents, my
younger sister Stenia and a very large
extended fanily.

My strongest memory of my family
was  spending  every  Pesach  with  my
matemal  grandparents  Shmuel  David
and Krynda. They lived in the town of
Kalish, which was an hour and a half
away, if you took the bus.

The week before Pesach my mother
would go to Kalish to help her mother
prepare  the  house  for the holiday.  We
would join her on Erei;  yo"Zov when
my  father  could  get  away  from  his
job.  He was the  chief accountant at a
large  textile  company  called  Rosen
vishlitzky.

My   family   was   huge.   I   think
there  were  over  200  members  of the
immediate  family,  my  father  being
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one of 8  and my mother being one of
4.  When we  sat  down  for sec7er there
were my grandparents, my family, my
mother 's two younger brothers Shachna
and Shlomo and my great-uncle Berly
and his family. They joined us as they
lived in the  same block of flats as my
grandparents.  My  grandparents'  flat
was  the  entire  top  floor  of the  block,
half they lived in and the other half was
a workshop  where they manufactured
men's clothing. They closed the factory
for Pesach and then emptied the cutting
room so that we  could have the sec7er
there.

My grandfather led the sec7er and he
wore his fez.zze/.  It was very exciting for
my sister Stenia to be allowed to stay up
late for the sec7er but in reality we often
fell asleep before the end.  I remember
the sec7er went on nearly all night. We
did not mind falling asleep  as  long as
we were still awake when it came time
to   look   for  the   c7j¢fro772cz;7.   Whoever
found the cz¢fo777cz72 would win a prize,
but the truth was it did not really matter
since  we  all  got  a prize  of whatever
we wanted, two presents really. I was
lucky, all my grandparents spoiled us.

The food at Pesach was wonderful,
the  table  was  always  laden  with  it.
My mother's family were great cooks,
makingtheirownjamsandmarmalades.
I have inherited this trait and aln known
for my cooking.

The next day,  for the  second night,
we  would  do  it  all  again.  Over  the
rest  of Pesach we  would visit all  our
friends and family who lived in Kalish,
including  my  great-grandfather  who
lived with one of my great-aunts.  My
grandparent's flat was opposite the most
wonderful park with a lake where we
could  play.  Sometines  we  would  sit
on the balcony watching the people go
by admiring their new clothes. It was a
fantastic life.

Sarah: Rene vividly remembers the
day the Germans invaded her country,
Poland, and threw her out of her home.
She was left standing in the street with
her  family  and  all  they had  were  the
clothes that they had on.

In the Zdunska Wola ghetto life was
terrible. Rene stayed in the ghetto until
the summer of 1 942 when the Germans
liquidated the ghetto and all the people
were herded into a large field where the
Germans  began  a  `Selektion'.  All  the
children up to eighteen years, including
Rene's sister Stenia, were taken to the
camp  at  Treblinka.  The  rest  of them
were marched to the Cemetery, situated
out of the town. Outside the Cemetery,
Rene  witnessed  the   first  of  many
selektions she would go through.

The  SS   and  Gestapo  took  away

all  the  old  people,  pregnant  women,
invalids and all the people who were not
fit to work. The rest were taken to the
other side.  For days they all  sat in the
Cemetery  waiting,   `Selektions'  were
continually going on. At one point Rene
was spotted by an SS  officer who was
pointing at her asking her how old she
was.  Paralysed with  fright,  her  father
answered eighteen years old. In reality
she  was  twelve  years  old  and  looked
like an eight year old. The others in the
group  tried  to  make  Rene  look  older
by  putting  make-up  on  her,  putting  a
scarf on her head and swapping clothes.
Eventually, the SS officer said she could
stay with the group.

From  there  they  were  sent  to  the
Lodz  Ghetto.  The  conditions  in  the
Ghetto were appalling. Renia remained
with  her  parents   in  a  room  which
they  shared  with  her  mother's  sister,
Gital.  They  stayed  in the  Ghetto  until
August  1944  and then  they were  sent
to  Auschwitz-Birkenau.  Rene's  father
was  immediately  separated  from  the
rest of the family. They never saw him
again.  Renia  and  her mother  were  in
Auschwitz for several weeks and then
they were sent to  Hamburg for slave-
labour, demolishing bombed out flats.

One day at work Renia's mother was
seriously  injured  and could no  longer
work.   In  March   1945   the  Germans
realised the war was  lost and sent the
remaining prisoners to Bergen-Belsen.
Rene and her mother were liberated in
April   1945.   Her  mother  died  twelve
days  later.  Rene  moved  into  the  DP
Camp  at Belsen,  and  stayed there  for
a few months until her father's  sister,
Mania,  came  to  the  Camp  to  see  if
anyone had survived. With Mania, Rene
went back to  Poland  to  see  if anyone
else came back from the  camps.  They
only found Gital, who had returned to
Lodz.

Rene  stayed  with  her  aunt,  who
remarried  at  the  end  of  1945,  having
lost  her  husband  and  child.  Gital  and
her  new  husband  Lazer  decided  to
move  to  Paris,  with  Rene.  Although
it took many attempts  they arrived in
Paris  in   1947.   In  December   1948   a
distant cousin of Rene's came to Paris
to  meet  his  family.  Rene  married  her
mother's  second  cousin  Charles  Salt
in  1949  and  Rene  moved  to  London.
They  opened  a  grocer's  shop.  Rene
and Charles have two children and five
grandchildren. She speaks on behalf of
the London Jewish Cultural Centre and
Beth Shalom as part of their Holocaust
education  project.   She   is   an  active
member  of  the  Holocaust  Survivors
Centre I
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ARMED  ESCORT
FOR THE  SHEKEL

Harry Jacobi
Three Sabbaths of the Jewish year, in the spring time, have special names: Sfeczbbczz

Shekalim, Shabbat Zachor a,rid Shabbat P arah.

In addition to the regular Sidrah, por-
tion of the Torah, a passage is read
from a second scroll.

On  Shabbat  Shekalim it is ExodITs
30,   10   -   16:   The   Eternal   said   to
Moses:"When you take the  census  of
the  people  of  Israel,  then  each  shall
give a ransom for himself to the Eternal
when you number them, that there be
no  plague  among  them.  Each  who  is
numbered in the census shall give this:
half a shekel according to the shekel of
the sanctuary, the shekel being twenty
gerahs, half a shekel as  an offering to
the Eternal. Everyone who is numbered
in  the  census  from  twenty  years  old
and upwards,  shall  give  the  Etemal's
offering. The rich shall not give more,
and  the  poor  shall  not  give  less,  than
the  half  shekel,  when  you  give  the
Etemal's  offering, to make atonement
for yourselves. And you shall take the
atonement money from the people of Is-
rael, and shall appoint it for the service
of the tent of meeting, that it may bring
the  people  of Israel  to  remembrance
before the Eternal, so as to make atone-
ment for yourselves."

On   S7zczbbcz/   Zczcfeor   the   reading   is
Deuteronomy 25, 17 -19 : "Remember what
Amalek did to you on the way you came out
of Egypt, how he attacked you on the way,
when you were faint and weary, and cut off
at  your  rear  who  lagged behind  you,  and
he  did  not  fear  God.  Therefore  when  the
Eternal your God has given you rest from
all  your enemies  round  about,  in  the  land
which the Eternal your God gives you for
an inheritance to possess, you shall blot out
the  remembrance  of Amalek  from  under
heaven, you shall not forget."

On S¢czbbcz/ Porc7¢ it is Numbers  19,
1 - 10 which legislates a congregational
sacrifice  of a  Parah  Adumah  - a red
heifer - whose ashes, when mixed with
water,  removed  impurity  created  by
contact with the  dead.  Rabbi  Guenter
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Plaut,  in  his  Modern  Commentary,
(UAHC, 1981 ) calls these rules the most
mysterious  in the Torah  and  quotes  a
midrash, an explanatory tale:  Solomon
was  wiser  than  all  men,  but  when  it
came to the section of the red heifer he
admitted: "I said, I will get wisdom, but
it was far from me" (Numbers Rabbah
19:3). The passage is hardly ever read
in Liberal congregations.

Similarly,   the  Zc!cfeor  passage   is
controversial,  much  debated  and  also
rarely  read  in  Liberal  congregations.
I  recall  that  Jacob   Soetendorp,  the
revered  liberal  Rabbi  of  post-war
Dutch Jewry refused to read it, calling
in.  ``de  Ofsch:urwelijke moreel"  (odi:ous
morality).

Sfeekcz/z.773,   on  the   other  hand,   has
enduring  and  meaningful  relevance
and  has  played  an  important  part  in
Jewish  history.  Without  the  financial
contribution of the half-shekel and also
the  Zej"77?cz%,   the  voluntary  offering,
the Temple and later the  Synagogues,
schools  and  charities  could  not  have
been maintained. King Joash of Judah
(around  800  BCE)  reprimanded  the
Levites  for  not  collecting  the  half-
shekel,  the  tax  of Moses  (2  Chr.  24)
and  Nehemiah  (10,32;   active  c.450
BCE) had to remind the exiles returned
from Babylonia of their obligations to
pay the half-shekel. Philo in Alexandria
(c.20 BCE -40 CE) reminded his fellow
Jews of the responsibility, but also high
privilege,   to   send   their   sfeekcz/z.777   to
Jerusalem.   The   contributions  were
sent,  we  are told,  under armed escort
- an  early-day  Securicor.  Cicero  once
defended  a  Roman  General  who  had
seized  a  consignment  of sfee4cz/z.772  en-
route to Jerusalem on the grounds that
too much money was being sent outside
the  country.  Shades  of some  opinions
heard today.

The importance of, and necessity for,
the shekel was recognised and required
detailed regulation and elaboration.  So
we have a whole tractate of the Mishnah,
comprising no less than eight chapters,
devoted to it. They deal with the date for
the payment, money changes, purchases
with  treasury  money,  disposal  of any
residue  and  details  of administration
and purification. Mishnah  1  of the first
chapter reads: "On the first day ofAdar
they make proclamation regarding the
half-shekel. On the fifteenth day thereof
they  read  from  the  Megillah  in  those
cities  surrounded by  a wall,  and they
repair the roads and broadways and the
water reservoirs and they carry out all
public requirements." Why on the first
of Adar?   So  that  Israel  would  bring
their shekels to the /I.s%czfe, which today
we would translate as tax-office - and
the proper time was the first of Nisan,
so one month's grace was allowed for
payment. Just as our ancestors did not
look forward to the sfee4cr/z.777 tax-bill in
Adar,  we  similarly  dread  the  Council
Tax bill in March and are also given one
month notice for payment.

Mishnah,  1,3  is  of interest.  It  asks:
"From  whom  did  they  take  pledges?

Levites  and  Israelites,  proselytes  and
freed slaves, but not women, or slaves,
or  minors."  Yet  Mishnah   1,5   states:
"Although  they  said  that they  do  not

exact pledges from women,  or slaves,
or minors, nevertheless if they gave the
half-shekel, they accept it from them."

Let us  look at two  further excerpts
from  Mishnah  Shekalim  which  give
an insight into the practical application
of the  half-shekel  payment.  Mishnah,
2,1 :  "They may exchange half-shekels
for  c7c7rz.es,  an  ancient Persian  coin,  to
lighten the weight on the way.  Just as
there  were  horn-shaped  chests  in  the
Temple  so  there  were  horn-shaped
chests in the provinces. If townspeople
sent on their half-shekels and they were
stolen or lost, then if these had already
been  appropriated  for  sacrifices,  they
must  swear  on  the  treasurers,  but  if
not, they must swear to the townsfolk,
and the townsfolk must pay other half-
shekels  in  their  stead.   If  they  were
found or the thieves restored them, both
the  former  and  the  latter  are  deemed
half-shekels,  but  they  must  not  be
accredited to the following year." And
Mishnah, 4,4: "What did they do with
the  surplus  of  the  Treasury-funds?
[They made] golden sheets for covering
the Holy ofHolies. Rabbi Ishmael says:
the surplus of the gains - of profits on
wine,  oil and flour - was for the altar
when it lay idle, and the surplus of the
half-shekel  was  for the  vessels  of the
ministry. Rabbi Akiva says : The surplus
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of the  half-shekel  was  for  the  altar
when  it  lay  idle and  the  surplus  from
the  libations,  or  drink-offerings  was
for  the  vessels  of the  ministry.  Rabbi
Chaninah,  the  prefect  of the  priests,
says: The surplus from the libations was
for the altar when idle and the surplus
from the half-shekel was for the vessels
of the  ministry.  Neither  Rabbi  Akiva
nor  Rabbi  Chaninah  admitted  that
profits were permissible."

Two  aspects  Of  Parashat  Shekalim
contain valuable  and relevant lessons.
The first: it was a small, almost derisory
amount,  but  fixed  so  that  everyone
could afford it and feel that they, even
the  poorest,  had  made  a  contribution
and were not to be excluded or spumed.
The poorest were not to give  less,  the
richest not to give more, so that all had
an equal share and felt they counted and
were involved.

The  second lesson is  the  seemingly
strange view that the shekel should be
regardedasatonementmoney.Naturally
the   question  arises:  Atonement  for
what? A gezerczfe sfeczi;czfe,  a conclusion
drawn  from  analogy,  is  made  by  the
Rabbis  citing  another  text  where  the
same words - shekalim and atonement
money - occur. After a victorious battle
with Midian,  the people of Israel had
taken booty  every man  for himself,  a

total of sixteen thousand seven hundred
and fifty shekels. "And we have brought
the Etemal's  offering, what each man
found,  articles  of  gold,  armlets  and
bracelets,  signet  rings,  earrings  and
beads, to make atonement for ourselves
before  the  Etemal"  (Numbers  31,50).
Wars  of  defence  are  necessary  and
approved,  yet  always   deplored  and
regretted,  then  as  now.  As  blood  was
shed,  they  had  to  atone.  Judaism  has
always agreed with the dictum of John
Donne(1572-1631):"Anyman'sdeath
diminishes me."

The  shekel  was  revived  and  has
played a  considerable  part  in  modem
Zionism.  Jews  were  urged  to  become
Shekelholders  by  making  a  modest
contribution   to   the   cause.   Only
Shekelholders were entitled to  vote at
historic  Zionist  Congress  meetings.
In  1907  165.000  Shekelholders  voted.
By  the  time  of the  25th  Congress  in
1960   they   had   risen   to   2,148,029.
The   compulsory   Shekel,   evidence
of  commitment  and  membership,
was  abolished  in  1968.  From then  on
anyone  could be  a  delegate  and  vote
at Zionist Congresses. It was not until
1981  -some of us felt it should have
been much earlier -that Israeli coinage
changed from lirot to shekalim.

Parashat  Shekalim  also  has  a,n
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appropriate and well-chosen Haftarah,
the  account  in  2  Kings,   12  of  how
King  Jehoash  of Judah  (c.  820  BCE)
carried out repairs to the Temple with
contributions  from  everyone.  Reading
and listening to both Torah and Haftarah
has   always   inspired  and  motivated
individuals and congregations to make
contributions  -  /sec7czkcz¢  -  to  worthy
causes  in Jewish communities  locally,
nationally  and  internationally.   This
has   always   helped  both  giver  and
recipient  and   lead  to   the  ultimate
fulfilment  of  the  vision  of  Isaiah:
"Vehaya rna-aseh hatsedakah shalom,

va-avodat hatsedakah hashket vavetach
ad olam. Veyashc[v ani binvey shalom
uvemishkenot  mivtachim,  uvimnuchot
sha-ananot  - The  eHect  of  tsedakah
will be peace, and the result of /sec7czfazzfe

quietness   and   confidence   forever.
My  people  will   abide   in  peaceful
habitations,  in  secure  dwellings  and
in quiet resting places."  (Isaiah  32,  17
- 18) I
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C%c:oTl?cT:i;sot:7aTs:pao::ss:leo:#e;
which   seeks   to   examine   various
aspects   of  the  human  relationship
with animals. The book is divided into
five  sections:  Historical  Approaches,
SystematicApproaches,Hermeneutical
Approaches,TheMoralStateofAnimals
and Ecological Perspectives. It owes its
origin to a series of public lectures and
a one day conference supported by the
University of Chester on the theme of
non-human  animals  held  in  2005-06
and followed by a three day colloquium
in November 2007 entitled `Towards a
Theology  of the Animal:  Systematic,
Scientific  and  Ethical  Perspectives'
at which many  of the  chapters  in  the
book,  then  in  short-essay  form,  were
first delivered.

Of all  the  decisions  in the  editorial
process of creating the Liberal Sz.c##r
fev  C/?czc7c}sfo  (1995),  the one of which
I am the most proud, is the insertion of
the  word  `other'  in  the  translation  of
onekeyphaaseintheRibonHa-Olamim
pea:ye;I..  u-motar  ha-adam  min  ha-be-
fee)/#€czfe  cp;z.#  was  translated,  with  the
late  Rabbi  John  Rayner's  enthusiastic
agreement, as `our superiority of other
animals amounts to little' thus making
the  vitally  important  point,  usually
ignored in our liturgy; that humans are
also  animals.  This  truth  has  always
been  clear  to  some  of  us.  But  it  is
surprising how many continue to delude
themselves that humans are a superior

form of life and somehow a breed apart
from  other  animals.  In  my  view  the
Sz.c7Jz/r  had  a  golden  opportunity  to
remind all readers of this essential and
levelling  truth  and  I  was  determined
that we should seize it.

With  this  significant  moment  in
my  liturgical past  in mind,  I  warmed
immediatelytothesubtitleofcreaturely
Theology,becauseitindicatedrightfrom
the start that the editors, and therefore
many  if not  all  of  the  contributors,
were  on  the  same  wavelength.  The
Editors commence their introduction by
explaining why they chose this title for
the collection:

"...   doing  theology   conscious   of

one's   creatureliness   forces   on  the
theologian  a  certain  humility:  to  be
a  creature  is  to  be  finite,  possessed
for  a  short  time  of a  knowledge  that
is  incomplete,   and  fallible  even  in
the  use  of  this  inadequate  resource.
Such  awareness  will  usefully  guard
against  making  poorly  grounded  and
over-confident  assertions   of  God's
preferential  purposes  for  the  species
to  which  one  belongs,  or  its  relative
merit  in  relation  to  the  rest  of God's
creation.   Second,   doing   theology
remembering  that  one  is  a  creature
makes  clear that  when  the  objects  of
one's  theologizing  are  other  creatures
of  God,  we  recognize  those  other
creatures  as,  at the  most  fundamental
level,  like  us:  one  creature  reflecting
another ....  Third,   doing  theology  in
awareness   of  being   one  of  God's
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creatures  encourages  attentiveness  to
the many attempts that have been made
to build a high boundary wall between
fJo77€o sczpz.e77s  and  every other species
of creature within creation."

The  first  section  considers   some
historical  approaches  to  animals,  that
of Aquinas,  Martin  Luther  and  the
iconography of Orthodox Christianity.

The  second  focuses  on  the  place
that  the  redemption  of  animals  has
in  incarnational  theology  and  the
rethinking of the divine image (Jmczgo

damaging  recessives,  that  we  smell
differently to each other (though mostly
from different diets) and both Chinese
and Ashkenazi Jews generally do score
higher than Europeans on standard IQ
tests!  Any  of these  distinctions  might
have  made  us   a  different  species."
H).160]

Clark  extrapolates   from  this  to
consider  our  relationship  with  other
creatures,  especially  those  genetically
closesttous,andhowsuchrelationships
will/may   develop   as   science   and

Humans are also cunimals. This truth
has always been clear to some Of us.

But it is surprising how many continue
to delude themseives that hunans are a

superior form of life and somehow a
breed apart from other animals.

Dez.) with regard to non-human animals.
The  third,  which  I  must  admit  to
enjoying  the  most,  contains  essays
on  animals  in  various  classical  and
modem  texts,  the  fourth  looks  at  the
moral  status  of  animals  considering,
I.77Zer c!/i.cz, the influence of evolutionary
thinking. The final section considers a
creaturely theology of non-violence and
then the implications of climate change
and the  ethical  imperative  of assisted
migration  as  its  influence  and  impact
becomes ever more pronounced.

The contributors to this volume are
among  the  best  known  in  their  field,
at the apex of which some sit.  Stephen
R.L.  Clark,  for  example,  is  Professor
of  Philosophy  at  the  University  of
Livexpoolandauthor,amongothertitles,
Of Animals  and their  Moral  Standing,
published in  1997.  In his  essay Elves,
Hobbits,  Trolls  and  Talking  Beasts,
Clank writes about folk stories that may
contain  echoes  of  actual  encounters
with other hominids in the ancient past,
our distant cousins who, unlike  ¢omo
sc7pz.e72s,   did  not   thrive   and   evolve
possibly  because  our  direct  ancestors
wiped them  out.  Remarking  that  "the
past  is  prologue",  Clark  continues  to
ponder  whether  the  developments  in
hominids  of which  we  are  the  direct
beneficiary  will  not  continue  in  the
future, and notes that there are already
signs of such developments:

" . . . that adult Europeans are unusual

in  being  able  to  stomach  cow's  milk.
That  Tibetans  can  cope  in  thinner
air,  that  some  human  lineages  cany
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technology  combine  in  the  future  to
create hybrids with human and aninal
characteristics.  He  quotes  Freeman
Dys on, the British-American theoretical
physicist, who wrote in 2005:"In   the    post-Darwinian    era,

biotechnology  will  be  domesticated.
There  will  be  do-it-yourself  kits  for
gardeners, who will use gene transfer to
breed new varieties of roses and orchids.
Also,  biotech  games   for  children,
played with real eggs and seeds rather
than with images on a screen.  Genetic
engineering, once it gets into the hands
of the  general  public,  will  give us  an
explosion  of bio-diversity.  Designing
genomes  will  be  a  new  art  form,  as
creative as painting or sculpture. Few of
the new creations will be masterpieces,
but  all will bring joy to  their  creators
and  add  diversity  to  our  fauna  and
flora." to.163f]

This is a vision of the future which
Clark  admits  he  cannot  imagine  "nor
endure",  and many of us would be  in
fervent agreement.

The  essay  that  stimulated  me  the
most in this collection is `The Question
of  the  Creature,  Animals,  Theology
and Levinas' Dog' by Aaron S.  Gross,
described  as   `a  historian  of religions
who   specializes   in  modern  Jewish
traditions'.

Gross proposes three hermeneutical
tasks,  which  he  labels  "rigours",  by
which  "theology  may  undertake  to
critically address  and brings  its robust
resources  to  bear upon  animals".  The
three  are  pragmatic,  ontological  and

structural. Pragmatic "calls us to attend
to  the  day  to  day,  `local'  interactions
with  animals";  ontological  ``allows  us
to see that these biological animals are
always intertwined both with symbolic
ones  and with  an  imagination  of `the
animal'  that  delimits   `the  human";
structural "reminds us that an encounter
with animals never takes place on one
plane..."

In  following  his  reasoning  through
and  developing  his  thesis,  Gross  is
inspired  by  and  in  dialogue  with  an
essay by the French Jewish philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas entitled `The Name
of a Dog; or, Natural Rights'. The key
aspect  of  Levinas'   essay   concerns
human self-definition: the normal mode
for most of us is to define ourselves as
human beings  in relationship  to  other
human beings, but Levinas  shows,  on
the  basis  of  his  own  bitter  personal
experience, that sometimes non-human
creatures make us appreciate our innate
humanityjust as much, in Levinas' case
when the Nazis  were  seeking to  strip
away every shred of humanity from the
Jews under their evil control.

Gross  suggests  that  "the  rigours
of creaturely  theology...are  simply  a
means of critically attending to animals
while also facing the possibility that we
are  held  hostage  by  these  others  too,
that  God  might  speak  through  them
also".

Gross   summarizes  his  argument
as  follows,  using  words  that  serve  to
sum  up  this  fascinating  and  thought-
provoking collection overall:"To sulnlnarize, animals - creatures
- are vulnerable others in our everyday
lives   familiar  to   everyone.  At  the
same  time  they  are  root  others  who
help  us  imagine  ourselves  and  who
call  to  us,  and  constitute,  our  being.
Even   further,  particular  creatures
serve  as  `adjustable  threads',  linking,
condensing  and  embodying  different
structures of meaning. Imagined at the
cusp of the sacred and the profane, the
creature  casts  light  in both  directions.
Creatures  proliferate  meanings   of
dizzying complexity:  the meanings  of
their own subjectivities  and meanings
created in the webs of our own and our
Scriptures ' discourses. Most simply and
significantly, in creatures we encounter
fellow  subjectivities  that  demand  our
concern.  All  this  is  to  say  that  our
relationships with animals are stranger,
deeper  and  more  disturbed  than  we
generally allow. . ." [p.136] .

RABBI DR CHARLES H MIDDLEBURGH
is  Rabbi  to  the  Jewish  Celts  of  Ireland  and
Wales, Hon.  Director  of  Studies at  Leo  Baeck
College and visiting lecture}. at the Irish School
Of Ecumenics, Tl.inity College Dublin.
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Theseven
Questions

H
You're Asked in

eaven

EARTH
COMES  F RST

THE   MONTH   OF   ELLUL,
leading as it does towards Rosh
Hashanah and the yczfflz.777 jvorczz.77?

- the High Holydays - is my time for
making and freezing honey cakes,  for
getting  ready  for  the  new  academic
year,  and  for  putting  away  summer
sandals  and  sun  tan  lotion.  It  is  also
the perfect time for personal reflection
on the year that has almost passed.  So
by  happy  coincidence  I  opened  the
first page of Ron Wolfson's latest book
"The Seven Questions You're Asked in

Heaven  -  Revievving  and  Renewing
Your Life on Earth" , a;s the rrew moon
of Ellul slivered into the sky.

Ron Wolfson is Professor of Educa-
tion at the American Jewish University
in  California,  President of Synagogue
3000 and author of a series of books on
the Art of Jewish Living.

The  title  of  this  book  is   almost
misleading.  The  book  is  not  about
heaven,  but about the way we  should
live our lives on earth. It does not matter
one  bit  what  your  concept  of heaven
happens  to be or even whether or not
you think there is a heaven. The central
purpose  of this book is to think about
how we live our lives on this planet.

The structure of the book -the ways
in which Ron Wolfson takes us through
this  thought process  - is  unique.  It  is
based  on  the  text  ascribed  to  Rabbi
Abba  ben  Joseph  bar  Hama,  known
simply as Rava, taken from the Talmud
(Shabbat  31a),  and  supplemented  by
two  additional  texts,  one  from  Rabbi
Samson Raphael Hirsch, the nineteenth
century  German  religious  leader  and
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THE SEVEN QUESTIONS YOU'RE
ASKED IN HEALVEN: REVIEVING

AND RENErVING youR LIFE
ON EARTH

by Dr Ron Wolfson,
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,

VT, 2009, ISBN 978-1580234078,
pb $16.99

creator of nco-orthodoxy, and the other
by  Meshulam  Zusya  of Hanipol,  an
early  leader  of Hasidism.  These texts
give us the seven questions which form
the centre of the book:

Have you been honest?
How are you creating your legacy?
How are you leaming?
How do you have hope?
What is important?
What are your goals?
How are you perfecting yourself...
and the world?
Each chapter relates to one of those

seven  questions,  interweaving  Jewish
sources   and  commentary,  with  an
abundance  of personal  anecdotes.  At
the end of each chapter, a lined page is
made available for readers to jot down
their  answers  to  the  question  related
to  that  chapter.  In  this  way,  the  book
becomes more thanjust a good read -it
is also a workbook.  By putting pen to
paper, readers begin to make a practical
and  personal  connection  between  the
written text and their own lives.

Thisispreciselywhythisbookworks
so well. There are many books which
are  thought  provoking,  some  written
by Wolfson himself. But this book takes
us  through  four  stages:  it  teaches  us
through text, it uses personal examples
to  embed the text, it provokes us into
relating to the text and to the examples
within our own lives, and it prompts us
to action. All seemingly effortlessly and
well integrated through the pages of a
pocket sized book. As an educator, I can
see  that  this  is  an  excellent  blueprint
for  embedding  and  personalising  the
concepts that you want to teach.

Each  text  used  in  this  book  is
written  only  in  English.  I  would  like
to  have  seen  somewhere  in  the  book
the  Talmudic  text  at  the  centre  of
the  book  in  its  original  Aramaic.  In
addition,  I  would  have  liked  to  see  a
listing  summarising  the  seven  central
questions and their sources. It is also a
very "American" book - many of the
anecdotal  references  use  unfamiliar
words and terms for an audience living
across the pond. Ron's chatty, personal
style may irritate some, but surprisingly
I found that it increasingly drew me into
the messages of the book.

This is a clever book. It is essentially
based  on  one  traditional  Talmudic
text,  with  contributions   from  two
other rabbis.  It  is  a wise  and  thought
provoking  guide  from  an  inspiring
Jewish teacher. When the time comes,
and not too soon, Ron Wolfson should
definitely take his place in heaven .

DR  HELENA  MILLER  /.a  /¢e  D/.recfo7.  o/
Research and Evaluation at the UJIA.
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
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Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously. There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and
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come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified

pat of Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance

and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more conventional
accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.
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What was it like to be our grandparents or great grandparents? How did it feel to
be them? Those are unanswerable questions. Novelists and short story writers can
attempt to go where the rest of us fear to tread. Writer rl:amar Hodes illuminates the

world Of her grandparents in late l9th century Lithaania.

BE   FRUITFUL...

IF  ONLY
Tamar Hodes

THE WINTER  OF  1876 WAS
harsh,   even  by  Lithuanian
standards.  The  animals  seemed

numb.  My  great-grandfather  was  a
woodcutter in the Algirdas forest where
the  firs  stood  like  giants'  legs  against
a  white  sky.  Sometimes  it  felt  like
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the  weather  of despair,  although the
overlapping  maze  of branches  gave
Samuel some protection from the snow.
All day, he chopped trees with his axe.
As  dusk  fell,  he  would  walk  slowly
home, carrying the leftover woodchips
to make fires for Rebecca and himself.

In front of these homely blazes, they
would  share  the  long,  dark  evenings,
Samuel  recounting  the  events  of his
day - the animals and birds he had seen
- and Rebecca giving her news, what
she had cooked, who had visited from
their village. This exchange was simple
but they pleased each other, their smiles
stretching and fading in unison. There
was plenty to make them happy.

But there was also more than enough
to sadden them. They had been married
for nine years and still Rebecca had not
conceived. This not only pained them,
but also their families, who had waited
patiently  at first,  then with increasing
anxiety, as the years passed. All around
them, women fell pregnant and children
filled  the  village  with  their  happy
faces. But for Samuel and Rebecca, the
days  were  sterile. At times,  it seemed
to  them  that  every  bird,  animal  and
woman was  producing  offspring.  The
hens hatched chicks  in the spring, the
sheep  had  lambs,  their  sisters'  and
brothers ' families frequently increased
in number.  But no good fortune came
to them.

At first,  this  unhappy  circumstance
did nothing to  diminish their love  for
each other. Quite the reverse. Their deep
passion  contained  mutual  sympathy.
But  after  a  while,  their  relationship
became tarnished.

And it was a great source of misery
to  them.  Not  only  did  they  want  to
have  children because they  longed  to
cradle milky babies,  but  also because
they knew that they were involuntarily
disobeying  the  first  commandment  in
Genesis 1 :28 -"Prz{ # 'r 'vz4 -Be fruitful
and multiply and fill the earth".

In  their  different  ways,   Samuel
and Rebecca were  equally  committed
Jews.   Rebecca  felt  inherently  that
everything  she  did was  in the  Jewish
way.  It  determined  her  cooking,  her
philosophy,  the  songs  she  sang,  her
everyday   lifestyle.   For  Samuel,   it
manifested itself in his love of leaming.
He  was  a  keen  student,  using  every
spare  moment  to  study  the  Talmud
and its commentaries with enthusiasm,
encouraged  in  his  learning  by  the
village's  Rabbi  Schneur  Mendel.  In
the  evenings,  while  Rebecca  darned
socks  and  sang  Yiddish  folksongs  in
front of the fire, Samuel studied, totally
absorbed  in  Gemarrah,  with  its  Rashi
and Tosafot commentaries.

"I use my hands in the day, my mind

in the evenings," he would say.
Rebecca admired him for it. But how

deeply  it  hurt  them  that  against  their
will,  they were  disobeying  God.  How
they longed to be good Jews. And how
they loved each other.
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As  the  sun  sank,  they would  go  to
bed,  and  Samuel  would  gently  enter
Rebecca,  the  wife's  arms  around  her
husband's  strong  back,  but with  little
faith  that  it  would  produce  anything.
And  they  were  right.  Early  on,  they
had made each other happy. But after a
while this became routine, and Rebecca
began to dread it. As her husband rolled
over  towards  her,  her  heart  would
freeze.  She did not want him to touch
her.  Something  in  their previous  love
had  vanished.  What was  the  point  of
their fruitless efforts?

And   so  the   situation   continued,
year after year. Rebecca witnessed her
monthly  bleeding  with  a  cold  dread
and  the  look  on  her  face  as  Samuel
retuned  from the  forest made  words
unnecessary.   On  those   days,   they
always ate in silence, the bleak reality
of their  situation  chilling  their bodies
despite  the  ever-constant  heat  of the
log-fire.  After  a  while,  they  hardly
bothered  trying.  It  worried  Rebecca
greatly.

Why  does  God  not  help  us?  she
questioned.Shedidnotspeakherdoubts
out  loud,  for  it  would  have  angered
Samuel.  He  was  totally  obedient  to
Judaism  and believed  everything  was
God,s will.

Apart from these sad meals, however,
they enjoyed their food and it provided
them  with  much  comfort.  Rebecca's
mother  had  taught  her  how  to  cook
traditional  dishes.  After  all,  this  was
a  subject  without  embarrassment.
Samuel's   favourite   meal   was   on
Sfeczbbczf. He always finished work early
to  be  home  before  the  sunset  striped
the sky lemon and blue and struck the
tree-trunks  gold.  On  these  evenings,
Rebecca covered the table with a white
starched cloth. There were two cfoc7//oZ
flanked by the Sabbath candles, in front
of which  she  said  the  brczcfeczfe.  They
drank sweet ke.c}dzfsfe wine after Samuel
had said the blessing. But no amount of
praying altered the situation.

Sometimes  on  Fridays,  they  would
go  to  the  homes  of members  of their
family,   all   of  whom   lived  in  the
village,  by  the  edge  of the  forest.  It
watched  over  them,  the  people  said,
like  a  huge  lion,  protecting  them  all
from  evil.  Sometimes  it  was  Samuel
and  Rebecca's  turn  to  play  host  and
hostess.   The  rosy-faced  nieces  and
nephews  would  sit  around  the  table,
their cheeks glowing fi-om the light of
the candles. Their eyes glistened from
the happiness  of the family scene and
from  the  sip  they  were  allowed  from
daddy's wineglass.

One   such  S7zc}bbcz/,   when   Samuel
and Rebecca were feeling particularly
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despondent about their situation, it was
their turn to welcome their families.

"Gooc7  S¢czZ7bes, "   said   Samuel,

opening the  front door wide,  his  arms
gesturing them into the  small wooden
house.  He  was  determined  to  appear
cheerful.  Nothing  should mar  the joy
o£ Shabbat .

Samuel   made   kz.c7c7zfsfe.   Rebecca
noticed  that  as  he  filled  the  guests'
glasses,  his  large  hand  was  clutched
tightly  around  the  neck  of the  bottle.
His  veins  stiffened  and  it  chilled  her
to see this. The Samuel she had known
as  a young  man had  been  gentle  and
obedient, but recently he had become
defiant. After a few seconds, he released
his hand from the bottle and she saw his

Samuel studied, totally
absorbed in Gemarrah,

with its Rashi and Tosofbt
coirmentaries. "I use

nay hands in the day, my
mind in the evenings , "
he would say. Rebecca
admired him f;or it. But
how deeply it hart them
that against their will,
they were disobeying

God. How they longed to
be good Jews. And how
they loved each other.

fingerprints  on the wet glass.  She was
shocked by this incident and when the
time came for her to serve the food, her
our hands were trembling.

They sat around the table,  fourteen
of them, laughing and eating. Tonight,
Rebecca's  sister  Sarah  had  brought
along  her  baby  girl.  She  bounced  the
gurgling baby on her knee all evening;
Rebecca  could  hardly  bear  to  watch.
She had completely lost her appetite.

She  was  tired,  too.   She  had  been
boiling  beetroot  for  the  bo7iscfef.  The
room smelt bitter-sweet and the puxple
soup  stained the  lips  and  chins  of the
happy  children.  Rebecca  brought  out
balls  of ge¢/fe fish. It was  economical
- her neighbour gave her carp from his

pond-maybeoutofpity?-andbesides,
it was Samuel's favourite. Rebecca and
Samuel's eyes would occasionally meet
across  the room  and his  smiles  aimed
to reassure her. How he loved her - an
ideal  wife,  a potentially  ideal  mother.
Ifonly...

The  guests  left  in  the  early  hours

of the  moming,  the  sleeping  children
wrapped in blankets and carried in their
fathers'  arms.  Rebecca  and  Samuel
closed the  door,  alone again, knowing
that as the families walked home, they
would  undoubtedly  be  shaking  their
heads and muttering,

"Still no news. How sad..."

The   next   morning,   they   met
again  in  the  synagogue.  The  family
thanked Samuel and Rebecca for their
hospitality.

"I  think  your ge¢//e  fish  last  night

was  the  best  I  have  ever tasted,"  said
Rebecca's  mother,  warmly.   But  on
recalling  it,  Rebecca  felt  bile  enter
her  mouth.  Even  food  was  becoming
distasteful to her.

"Thank you, Mother," she replied.

As  they  entered  the  plain  white
building,  Rabbi  Mendel  greeted  them
warmly.   "Samuel,   Rebecca,   Gooc7
Shabbes ."

"Gooc7   S¢cz66es,    Rat)bi,"   they

answered  dutifully.  Normally  they
passed through, Rebecca to sit with the
women upstairs  behind  a thin  screen,
Samuel with the other men downstairs.
But today was different.

"Please,"   said  the  Rabbi,   "may

I   come   and  see   you   at  home   on
Wedresday evening?"

Samuel  nodded.  "Oh,  Rabbi,  you
haveanotherpieceoftexttorecommend
to  me?  How  I  enjoyed  last  week's
reading."

`No, Samuel," continued the Rabbi.
"This is not about studying. I would like

to speak to you both."
All  through  the  service,  Rebecca's

heart  pounded.   Even  her  favourite
melody gave no comfort.  Samuel, too,
felt  sick.  As  the  Torah  was  paraded
around  the  s¢"/,  he  bowed  dutifully,
but his  heart was  numb.  Both he  and
Rebecca knew what the Rabbi wanted
to say to them, but they were too scared
to  admit  it  to  themselves,  or  later,  to
each other

Four days passed. The Rabbi arrived
just as they had finished their meal. The
couple welcomed him into their home
and listened carefully.

"Ah,    Samuel,    Rebecca,    good

evening."  The  Rabbi  tried  to   look
cheerful  but  it  was  obvious  that  he,
too,  dreaded  the  situation.  ``You  will
have been married ten years  in July.  I
remember your wedding well."

As  he  spoke  those  words,  all  three
of them had  a vision  of the  beautiful
wedding beneath the c¢efppczfo, between
the  white  synagogue  and  the  dark
Algirdas  forest.  Rebecca  had  worn  a
white gown and after the ceremony, the
men had carried  Samuel and Rebecca

continued on next page
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in the  air  and  danced  around them.  It
had been  such  a joyous  occasion,  the
wine,  the  flowers,  the  strong  scent  of
the evergreens, the tears.

"But,"  he  continued,  "you  know

what the Bible says - `Pr£/ # 'r 'v# - be
fruitful  and multiply'.  You  also  know

marriage,   sadly,  has  produced  no
children,  it  may  be  time  you  found
new  spouses  so  that  you  may  bear
children."

Neither  Samuel  nor  Rebecca  could
believe what they heard, although they
knew  full  well  that  this  was  normal

Tcunar 's great grandparents

that  Judaism  allows  divorce  on  the
grounds  of  failure  to  have  children.
For  it  says  in  Deuteronomy  chapter
24:  verse  1  -  `When  a man marries  a
woman  in  whom,  after  a  time,  he  is
displeased  because  he  has  discovered
something unseemly about her, he may
write a document of divorce and give
it to her...'

"I  must  put  it  to  you  that  as  your
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Jewish  practice  and  that  the  Rabbi's
words were as inevitable as the harsh,
recuring winters.

"I understand how painful this must

be for you. I shall give you time to think
about what I have said and will  come
and see you again in a week." He closed
the cottage door quietly behind him.

The next seven days felt numb  and
timeless to the couple. Samuel continued

to cut wood in the forest but he sensed
nothing.  It was  as  if all  his  emotions
had been scooped from him and he was
hollow, working automatically, a pair of
arms wielding an axe. Rebecca, too, had
become  desensitised.  She  cooked  the
same meals, but it was all done without
joy. Even the flavours of the meal were
lacking.  She did not bother to  add her
usual pinch of salt to make things taste
just right.

They awaited with dread the Rabbi's
next visit.

He  arrived  on  Thursday  evening,
once again as they finished their meal.

"Have you considered what I said to

you?"  asked the  Rabbi.  He  drew up  a
wooden seat to the fire and gazed into
its huge flames, hoping to find strength
or perhaps distraction there.

"We  have,  Rabbi,"  replied  Samuel.

He avoided Mendel's eyes, as if he were
ashamed of his predicament. "We know
you  have  spoken  wisely  and we  take
your advice."

Rebecca  smoothed a hand  Over her
apron.  Something inside her hardened
towards the two men. They obeyed the
law without question  and she  loathed
them for it. She doubted her faith for the
first time in her life.  The songs which
she had sung as  a child now stuck in
her throat. She had found it impossible
to pray since the previous Wednesday.
Her  whole  world  had  been  drained
of its  colour, knowing as  she did that
the  Rabbi  would  come  to  confront
them  with  his  bleak  words.  Was  it
right  of  religion,  she  asked  herself,
to put  obedience  before  human  love?
Was  it  their  fault  that they  could  not
reproduce?  Was  it  fair,  therefore,  for
them to be punished?

As the Rabbi spoke quietly,  Samuel
nodded  his   head  in   acquiescence.
Rebeccahatedthemfortheiracceptance
of the  rules,  for  not  allowing  her  to
speak,  for not being  angry  or defiant.
She knew she had no say in the matter.
Samuel  and  the  Rabbi  had  decided
between  them  and  all  she  could  do
was sit quietly, her cheeks red from the
fire and from shame at her own doubt.
She wanted with  all her heart to  be a
good Jewess, but why was the religion
which she had served so faithfully now
rejecting her?  Where was  the justice?
And why did she find it so hard to do
what she knew she had to? She looked
to her husband for comfort.

It  was  her  love  for  him,  with  his
dark hair and large, veined hands that
hurt her.  They had known  each  other
as  children,  playing  together at P££rz.777
celebrations,   visiting   each   other's
houses   on  Sfec7bbczz.   Later,   they  had
walked  by  the  stream  in  springtime.
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How  happy  Rebecca  had  been  when
told by her father that she and Samuel
were to be married. And what a good
husband  Samuel  had been,  caring  for
her,  bringing wood home  to  keep  her
Warm.

The two men suddenly stood up and
her reverie was broken.

"Yes,  Rabbi,"  said  Samuel.  "There

is  no  alternative.  Rebecca  and  I  must
remany and be fruitful."

boys.  He was a good man and in need
of a mother for his children and a wife
to run his home.

Choosing  a  spouse  for  Samuel  was
more  difficult.  Most of the women in
the village were either married already
or  too  old  for  childbearing.   So  the
Rabbi decided on Miriam, the cantor's
daughter.   She  was  eighteen,  a  good
age  for  marriage  and  motherhood.
Although   she  was   fourteen  years

I:amar 's grandmother with her parents and brother

The  Rabbi  tuned  to  go.  Rebecca
stared hard at the fire, her cold blue eyes
confronting the blaze and avoiding the
men's faces.

During  the  following  weeks,  the
Rabbi sought new spouses for them. It
was easy finding a man for Rebecca. It
would naturally be Abraham, the farm
worker who looked after the chickens.
He was widowed and already had three
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Samuel's junior,  this  did  not  concern
the  Rabbi.  His  priority  was  to  people
his congregation and to ensure that the
Jewish community flourished.

It  was  arranged.  Two  fathers  gave
their  consent,  two  weddings  were
planned  and  two  new  families  would
hopefully result.

Samuel  and Miriam were joined  in
the  village sfoz4/ with  great merriment.

Samuel crushed the glass with his foot
in  one  neat  stamp,  which  everyone
interpreted  as  a  sign  of  his  virility.
Surely in this union he would become
a father, they thought. They were right.
During the next fifteen years,  Samuel
and  Miriam  had  thirteen   children.
Samuel  continued  to  study  the  Torah
and became such a fine scholar that the
Rabbi sometimes called on him to teach
in the Beis Midrash. Samuel was happy
with Miriam. As in his first marriage, he
brought home wood from the forest and
made fires to keep his wife warm. They
lived in the house he had once  shared
with Rebecca. But now the home rang
with the sound of children laughing and
singing.  Samuel  had  to  build  another
table so that there would be room for
them all on S¢czbbcz/, and Miriam would
cockthf3borschtalrdgefiltefish.

Rebecca  and  Abraham  had  four
children - three girls  and a boy. They
lived  together  on  the  farm  where
Abraham tended the chickens. Rebecca
loved her new home and her children.
Abraham  was  kind  to  her  and  she
stayed much the same as she had been
with Samuel. In the evenings, once the
children  were  asleep,  she  would  sew
while humming quietly to herself.  She
regained  her  faith.  God  had  allowed
her, after all, to be a mother. She could
once again sing the songs that she had
so loved as a girl.

They  all  lived  in  the  same  village
and  went  to  the  sfe#/.  Rabbi  Mendel
was  pleased  to  see  them  on  Sfeczbz7cz/,
the  new  spouses,  the  happy  children.
But  all  was  not  well  outside  their
community.  News  filtered  through  to
the  village  of  pogroms  and  vicious
attacks. The authorities treated looting
of Jewish  quarters  casually  and  often
only  intervened  on  the  third  day  of
rioting.  The  tsarist  regime  gradually
imposed  more  and  more  restrictions
on Jews and then blamed the victims.
In  1882,  the  year  following  the  first
troubles,  the  government  made  rules
forbidding Jews to settle anew outside
towns  and  hamlets  and  to  carry  on
any business  on  Sundays  or Christian
holidays.  Gradually  decrees  restricted
Jewish occupations.

In  response,  many  Jews  began  to
emigrate.  They were  sad to  leave,  but
felt their situation was dire. They were
particularly concerned for their children
whose  futures  looked  bleak.   It  was
difficult for them to find work and they
were constantly discriminated against.

Samuel  and  Miriam,  Rebecca  and
Abraham,  like  so  many  others,  sent
their children away. They left in pairs,
for moral support and companionship.

continued on next page
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He missed his children dreadfully. All those years of
trying to have a family and now he had to let them go.
At least he had the satisfaction Of knowing that all had

arrived sofely in their new countries .
Some  went  to   Hamburg,   some  to
Dublin. Others came to Liverpool from
where they could take ships to the States.
Some  went  to  South  Africa  where
the  gold mining  industry  was  rapidly
developing. Samuel and Miriam had at
first  intended  selling  their  belongings
and following their children  overseas.
But  some  Jews  saw  the  accession  of
Nicholas 11 as a sign of a better future.
Samuel  was  one  such  optimist.  He
had  no  desire  to  leave  his  beloved
village and was  adamant that life was
improving,  that  the  Jewish  minority
would  eventually  be  embraced.  Even
the  steep  escalation of violence  in the
pogroms between 1903 and 1906 failed
to diminish his loyalty. He saw signs of
hope. Jews were being accepted more
in the fields of commerce and industry
and some Jews were being elected into
positions of power."I will not desert my home," argued

Samuel.   "The   forest,   the  sfeat/,   the
people are dear to me. This is where I
belong."

He  missed  his  children  dreadfully.
All  those  years  of trying  to  have  a
family  and  now  he  had  to  let  them
go. At least he had the satisfaction of
knowing  that  all  had  arrived  safely
in their new  countries.  Each pair had
written to let him know. But there was
one mystery. His two eldest sons, who

went to America, sent word of their safe
arrival but were never heard of again.

Abraham  and  Rebecca,   likewise,
had  to  witness  the  same  departures,
watching  the  children they had  loved
leaving for good. As each child waved
goodbye, Rebecca felt her heart tear.

One  Saturday moming,  some years
later,  Samuel,  now  in  his  sixties,  sat
quietly  in  s¢a//.  It  was  run  down,  no
longer the  gleaming white building  it
had  been.  The  Jewish  community  in
the village had diminished considerably
and most members of the congregation
were elderly.  Mendel was  an old man

now, his back bent and his face drawn.
Morale  was  low,  but  the  Rabbi  tried
hard to maintain a cheerful atmosphere,
not easy with a dwindling congregation
of old men with hoarse voices.

Samuel   was   praying   devoutly.
Sometimes  his   mind  wandered  to
thoughts of his absent children. During
one such lapse, Samuel noticed Rebecca
entering  the  synagogue  and  going
upstairs  to  take  her  seat  behind  the
screen  with  the  other  women.   She
seemed frail now, her hair greying and
straighter than before, as if it had been
drained of all vitality. Yet there was still
something beautiful about her. He could
not label wha,t he felt for her - was it
love? But something inside him melted
at her  sight.  For a moment,  he  could
not  stop  looking  at her  and  he  shook
his head.

Rebecca,  my  love,  what  has  it  all
been for, he wondered. He managed to
force his eyes away fi.om her and back
to the words in his sz.c7d#r .
ThankstoRabbiMiehaelHthonfiorldi
guidance on the fiacts in my story.
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ISBN: 978-1-59473-228-7

THE SACRED ART OF BORING..
PREPARING TO PRACTICE

by Andi Young
ISBN:  978-1-893361-82-9

THE SACRED ART OF CHANT:
PREPARING TO PRACTICE

by Ana Hemandez
ISBN: 978-1-59473-036-8

MANNA
ESSAY

BOOK DETAILS

EVEIIyDAy HERBS IN SPIRITUAL
LIFE: A GUIDE TO MANY

PRACTICES
by Michael Caduto,

ISBN: 978-1-59473-174-7

RUNNING - THE SACRED ART:
PREPARING TO PRACTICE

by Warren Kay
ISBN: 978-1-59473-227-0

GIVING ~ THE SACRED ART..
CREATING A LIFESTYLE OF

GENEROSITY
by Lauren Tyler Wright

ISBN: 978-1-59473-224-9

SPIRITUAL ADVENTU RES
IN THE SNOW: SKIING AND

SNOVVBOARDING AS RENEWAL
FOR YOUR SOUL

By Dr. Marcia MCFee and
Rev. Karen Foster

ISBN: 978-1 -59473-270-6

HAIKU-THE SACRED ART: A
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE IN THREE

LINES
by Margaret MCGee

ISBN: 978-1-59473-269-0

THE SACRED ART OF PASTING..
PREPARING TO PRACTICE

by Father Thomas Ryan
ISBN:  978-1u59473-078-8

THE SACRED ART OF
LOVINGKINDNESS : PREPARING

TO PRACTICE
by Rami Shapiro

ISBN:  978-1-59473-151-8
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William Wolff

BINYAMINNETANYAHU,TIH
Israeli premier, has notched up
one record which any successor

will find it hard to beat. Of all the dozen
men who have led that country through
its turbulent youth, he is the least loved
on the world stage.  Menachem Begin
who held the post some three decades
ago,  runs  him  close.  But Begin had
a personal warmth,  and a wife who
inspiredaffectionfarbeyondherfiniily
circle, which Netanyahu lacks. Neither
henorhissupportersneedloseanysleep
over that.  From that heady moment
at midnight  on  May  14,  1948  when
Israel proclaimed its independence, its
people as well as its leaders knew that
the ultimate guarantee of their survival
was  not the  support  of either Russia
or America, just the  strength of their
will,  their  army  and their  air  force.
And that remains the dominant fact of
its  predicament in the  geopolitics  of
2010. But this most vulnerable of states
still needs friends. Vladimir Putin, the
leader of one of the two dominant world
powers, may be chummy with his chief
rabbi  in Moscow.  But he pursues  his
national interest with a ruthlessness not
seen in the Kremlin since the days of
Joseph Stalin. He remains at all times a
fair weather friend. And in Washington
President  Barack  Obama  knows  he
needs  Israel.  But he  does  not  love  it.
So  in  spite  of his  personal bravado,
Netanyahu finds himself in the weakest
place in which any Israel leader has had
to nestle for many a decade. That does
not need to make nervous  those who
love Israel  and worry about its future
- to love often means also to wony. We

justneedtowatchoutmorekeenlythan
ever before.

#

FOR A MAN WHO IS PRIME
minister  of a major European
country  -  at  least  until  May

-GordonBrownshowsoffapowerfully

petty  streak.  The  latest,  disgraceful
example  is his refusal to recommend
a  knighthood  for  Ian  Luder,  who
completed in November his year as the
681stLordMayorofLondon.Luder,the
son of ukrainian Jewish immigrants, is
thefirstLordMayorinnearly150years

to be denied a knighthood. The reason
for  the  prime  ministerial  meanness
is  thought  to  be  Luder's  outspoken
defence of the City's bankers when they
were under extreme pressure fi.om Mr.
Brown, his chancellor Alastair Darling
and others during last summer's financial
crisis. Happily Brown's pettiness need
not  have  the  last word.  If endlessly
repeated polls have got it right, he will
leave Downing Street by the back gate
inMay.AndDavidCameronwillbeable
to make up for his meamess in the next
New Year's Honours List.

#

T IH VOCAL SUPPORTERS IN
this  country of the Palestinians
versus  the  Israelis  -  and  that

includes the entire Left and almost the
wholeuniversityandpolytechnicstudent
bodies-baveamantratheyrepeatmore
often than  a  b7~czc¢czfe  is  uttered  in  our
daily prayers. They are not, they insist,
anti-Semitic, just anti-Israeli. So why is
it that whenever and wherever the topic
is debated, the anti-Jewish insults start
flying  around,  whispered  or shouted?
The Nazi  slogan  "Juden  ausrotten"
- "annihilate the Jews" - scrawled on a
launderette in the Colchester campus of
the University of Essex puts into words
what many  students  nourish  in their
hearts. Press the pro-Palestinian button
anywhere, and the response is a torrent
of anti-Jewish abuse. It is as inevitable
as a January sunset before five.

#

THE LAST TWO DAYS HAD
to  be  chopped  off my winter
leave because  I  had to  go  to  a

meeting of my local council in Schwerin
as  it was  being  asked to  rename  our
street,  currently  called  Schlachter
(Butcher's)  Strasse,  after  my  most
famous  predecessor.  He  was  Samuel
Holdheim,  and  he  held  the  post  of
Landesrabbiner--notquiteChiefRabbi,
and not merely parish rabbi - from l840
till he moved on to a prestigious post in
Berlin in 1848. He has won his place in
Jewish history by being one of the first
and possibly the  boldest  of tbe  19th
century  reformers  in Judaism.  In his
Berlin synagogue, the Friedenstempel,
the  Peace  Synagogue,  which  caused
more strife than almost any other shool
in the land, he became the first to allow
mentositnexttowomen,andtoworship
without hat or kippah on their heads.
Ih7ho still knows Hebrew around here? he
asked,andpromptlybroughtinGerman
as the main language of worship. To this

day we get a little out of breath seeking
to keep up with him.

#

ISTARTEDINTWONINDSAIOUT
the  decision  of the  High  Court
to  intervene  in  the  admissions

procedures of the Jewish Free School.
Should it not remain the right of every
school to  decide whom it lets  in and
whom it keeps  out? That,  after all,  is
the basis  of the  school's  identity and
possibly  also  of its  quality.  I  remain
eternally grateful for the constant care
and concern,  as  well  as  the teaching
given to  my twin  and myself by the
staff at Hendon County School ---most
famous and disgruntled ex-pupil Peter
Mandelson.  It picked and fostered its
pupils on ability. The word elitist was
unknown, so was the dubious concept.
The pupils' origin, native or immigrant,
or home  background,  single  parent,
broken or breaking home, like mine, or
happy family, mattered no more than a
pair of skates in a fish pond.

The  JFS  is  different.  It  seeks  to
decide admission not on character and
ability, but on/+af77777qfrezt. That happily,
by  the  precious  law  of this  land,  is
inadmissible.

*1

JUSTONCEINNEARIY30YEARS
have  I  been  asked to  get  rid  of
noisy  ghosts  -  exorcise  them  is

the technical term. For a moment I was
flummoxed.  Exorcism was  not part
of the  Leo  Baeck College  ordination
course when I was allowed to take it.
But I could not tell the haunted, middle
aged man in my office to find a pliable
vicar.  So I listened to him. The ghosts
were his  parents. And suddenly they
were bestriding his conscience because
he had never said Kaddish for them or
otherwise honoured or mourned them

I went back to his flat and said the
Shema  with  him.  I  got  him  to  come
to  our  next  evening  service  where  I
said  the  memorial  prayer  E};/  A4cJ/ey
j2czchcz772z.772 - Oh God who Art Full Of
Compassion ..... "  and  the  Kaddish.  I
have never seen him since. And I gather
he never again heard from the ghosts of
his past I

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  z.a  zfee  regz.o72cz/
Rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  Wirmbledon,  Brighton,
Reading,  Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
started  in  the  rabbinate  as  an  assistant  to  the
late  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West  London
Synagogue.



THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR T0 JEWISH LIFE

The  Sternberg  Centre for Judaism, situated  at 80,  East  End  Road,  Finchley at the  heart of
London's Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in
Europe.
It is the home of The  Movement for Reform Judaism,  Leo  Baeck College, Akiva  School  and
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and amenities,
including a library, bookshop, Strudel Cafe and extensive grounds.
The  Sternberg  Centre  is  an  open  door to  Jewish  life  and  extends  to  you  the  warmest  of
welcomes.

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
Keep up to date with the latest news from the Movement
for Reform Judaism and communities across the country
with our free fortnightly Movement Update.
To subscribe,  email  martin.dix@reformjudaism.org.uk.
For all the latest news, comment and upcoming events
from the Reform Movement, sign up now!

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
MIXED  FAITH SEMINAR
Sunday 17th January 2010 at 2.30pm -5.45pm
"l'm Jewish,  My Partner lsn't" for mixed-faith  couples to

look at the issues involved and discuss how they can be
tackled sympathetically and constructively.
It will be led  by Rabbi  Dr Jonathan  Romain.
Contact Rabbi Jonathan Romain on 01628 671058
Email:  rabromain@aol.com

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF JEWISH  EDUCATION
ls delighted to invite you to join
Nachama Moskowitz our Scholar in Residence who will
be with us from  14-18 February 2010
Sunday 14th February 9.30am-4.00pm
The Sternberg Centre. Nachama will be keynote
speaker at our annual Education Conference.
Tuesday 16th February 10.00am -12.00
What Works in Supplementary Schools.
Thursday 18th February 10.00am -12.00
Beyond Apples and Honey - Raising the Stakes in
Jewish Education.
1.00pm -3.00pm  Understanding By Design.
Curriculum development
For Head Teachers, Teachers, Rabbis, Lay Leaders,
Students and Adult educators and learners.
Tel: 020 8349 5620 Website:www.Ibc.ac.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUR
Autumn Semester 2009
Themes from the books of Numbers
and Deuteronomy
Study the Torah with the finest teachers and students.
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
Cost per Semester £75 or £6 per session
Telephone: 020 8349 5604

STERNBERG CENTRE ART CLASSES
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday classes
All levels of ability are welcome.
Tel: June Lewis 020 8349 5724
Email:june.Iewis@manorhousetrust.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF JEWISH  EDUCATION
Annual Education Conference
Sunday 14th February 9.30am -4.00pm
Nachama Moskowitz: Senior Director and Director of
Curriculum Resources for the Jewish Education Centre of
Cleveland. Keynote With & Beside: a different way to think
about teaching & learning.
Afternoon session: What's the Big Idea?
Highlights from  Rabbi  Charley Baginsky,
Rabbi Dr Michael Shire,  Dr Helena Miller, Jo-Ann  Myers,
Rabbi Professor Marc Saperstein,  Matt Plen.
For more information tel: 020 8349 5622
Pamela Hartog:Pamela.hartog@lbc.ac.uk
Conference brochure and registration form online at
\^/\^/w.Ibc.ac.uk and click on Events

DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
REFORIVI  MOVEMENT BIENNIAL CONFERENCE
MAY 14TH -16TH 2010 in MANCHESTER
Celebrating Reform Judaism in the 21st Century
I international speakers
I youth programming for 5 years plus
I celebratory dinner
I inspirational Shabbat services
I challenging themes
Gather, learn, pray and celebrate Reform Judaism co-hosted
by Manchester Reform,  Menorah Synagogue and Sharei
Shalom.  Price £50 for adults & £10 for children
More info and to apply:
marcia.singer@reformjudaism.org.uk
020 8349 5642
www.reformjudaism.org.uk

BECOME A FRIEND OF LEO BAECK COLLEGE
LEO BAECK COLLEGE is unique
Training  Rabbis and teachers for Progressive Jewish
communities across the UK,  Europe and worldwide, for the
21st century.  Help us fund for the future.
Become a Friend for just £8.33 per month.
YOU can help us by becoming a Friend -and providing a
minimum annual donation of just £100
By doing this, you will  be investing  in  learning,  leadership
and educational development in our Jewish communities and
thereby in the future of Progressive Judaism.
Further information Tel: Arlene Rose 020 8349 5608
Email arlene.rose@lbc.ac.uk

NNLS Israeli Film club - Monthly
Tickets: £5 at the door. Check our website for further details
www.nnls-masor[i.org.uk
Tel:020 8346 8560 for more information
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